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Abstract  
The size of the existing academic literature corpus and the incredible rate of new publications 
offers a great need and opportunity to harness computational approaches to data and 
knowledge extraction across all research fields. Elements of this challenge can be met by 
developments in automation for retrieval of electronic documents, document classification 
and knowledge extraction. In this thesis, I detail studies of these processes in three related 
chapters. Although the focus of each chapter is distinct, they contribute to my aim of 
developing a generalisable pipeline for clinical applications in Natural Language Processing 
in the academic literature. In chapter one, I describe the development of “Cadmus”, An open-
source system developed in Python to generate corpora of biomedical text from the published 
literature. Cadmus comprises three main steps: Search query & meta-data collection, 
document retrieval, and parsing of the retrieved text. I present an example of full-text 
retrieval for a corpus of over two hundred thousand articles using a gene-based search query 
with quality control metrics for this retrieval process and a high-level illustration of the utility 
of full text over metadata for each article. For a corpus of 204,043 articles, the retrieval rate 
was 85.2% with institutional subscription access and 54.4% without. Chapter Two details 
developing a custom-built Naïve Bayes supervised machine learning document classifier. 
This binary classifier is based on calculating the relative enrichment of biomedical terms 
between two classes of documents in a training set. 
The classifier is trained and tested upon a manually classified set of over 8000 abstract and 
full-text articles to identify articles containing human phenotype descriptions. 10-fold cross-
validation of the model showed a performance of recall of 85%, specificity of 99%, Precision 
of 0.76%, f1 score of 0.82 and accuracy of 90%. Chapter three illustrates the clinical 
applications of automated retrieval, processing, and classification by considering the 
published literature on Paediatric COVID-19. Case reports and similar articles were classified 
into “severe” and “non-severe” classes, and term enrichment was evaluated to find 
biomarkers associated with, or predictive of, severe paediatric COVID-19. Time series 
analysis was employed to illustrate emerging disease entities like the Multisystem 
Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) and consider unrecognised trends through 
literature-based discovery.  
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Lay Summary 
Publications in the medical literature continue to increase at an incredible rate. This creates a 
great need and opportunity to use computer programs to automate analysis of this resource to 
help answer medical questions and make discoveries. Getting hold of these publications can 
be challenging, and there are some tasks where human flexibility and creativity are still 
needed to do it well. In this thesis, I detail programs developed to tackle specific issues 
related to automation in three related chapters. Although the focus of each chapter is distinct, 
they contribute to my aim of creating a generic approach to the computer-based analysis of 
medical literature. The examples given are specific, but by making simple changes to the 
programmes, these approaches could be applied to any area of interest in clinical practice. In 
Chapter One, I describe the development of a programme called Cadmus. This programme is 
freely available to use and collects medical articles based on how doctors search medical 
literature databases. An essential point to labour is that Cadmus aims to collect full-text 
articles rather than the shortened, abstract version, which is more readily available. I tested 
Cadmus to collect 204,043 articles; the retrieval rate was 85.2% when working inside the 
University of Edinburgh and 54.4% without any institutional login. Chapter Two details the 
development of a computer program called a classifier that uses statistics to decide if a 
document is likely to belong to one of two groups. 
 
The classifier was trained and tested using more than 8000 manually classified documents 
and aimed to answer the question, “does this document contain descriptions of genetic 
conditions affecting development?” When the classifier was tested, it made the correct 
judgement 90% of the time and detected 85% of the articles we were interested in. In the 
final chapter, I use the previous steps to study articles about COVID-19 in children. The 
classifier was used to detect “severe” and “non-severe” cases of COVID-19, and comparing 
the two groups, statistics were used to find blood tests that can be used to predict if a child is 
likely to get very sick from COVID-19. Looking at all the articles about COVID-19 in 
children, trends in associated conditions are examined over time to look for any unrecognised 
effects of COVID-19 in children at a population level. 

Accessibility 
If you require this document in an alternative format, such as large print or coloured 
background, please contact:  
Dr Jamie Campbell: 
Email: jamie.campbell2@nhs.scot 
Telephone (+44) 01224552120 
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Introduction 
Introduction to Text Mining and Natural Language Processing 
The keystone of my research is the implementation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) in 
biomedical academic literature. NLP is a computing field that centres on computationally 
analysing human language. Operationally, the objective is to process raw text data, 
converting it from an unstructured “string” of characters into a vector of “tokens” with 
relational context, dependencies and attributes that allow a computational approach to 
analysis. To explain this in more detail, I will introduce the field’s vocabulary and give some 
examples of tasks that can be attempted. 
 
Computational Representation of Text  
One simple approach to text analysis involves counting specific words within a document. 
This sort of analysis is referred to as the “bag of words” (BOW) approach because the order 
or meaning of words does not particularly matter. The BOW reduces the complexity of a 
document to a vector of unique words and their count data for each document. Before 
developing this concept further, it is important to appreciate how computers represent text 
data. The primary elements of any text are the characters. The computer represents each 
character as a single byte of 8 binary numbers, e.g. the character “A” = 01000001 and “B” = 
01000010 in ASCII encoding. A sentence is a string of characters delimited into words based 
on the presence of white spaces between characters. We can programme a computer to split a 
text string into component pieces whenever a white space character is found (white space is 
represented as 0100000). Each part of a split string is called a “token”; thus, the process of 
splitting a sentence is called tokenisation. A token represents an unbroken sequence of 
character encodings, e.g. “bus” = [01100010, 01110110, 01110011]. A computer can be used 
to count how many times a token appears in a tokenised document.  
 
Text preprocessing 
Character cases also matter for computer recognition. The encodings for “Bus” and “bus” are 
different, so a computer will not combine these token counts unless explicitly instructed to do 
so. There are preliminary processes to standardise and simplify text in a document to mitigate 
this issue. This cleaning step is termed “preprocessing”. Preprocessing can benefit from 
domain-specific knowledge to ensure no loss of critical information. For example, it is 
common to remove punctuation; and make all characters lowercase. It is common to remove 
single-character tokens, numbers, and every day, low-value words, referred to as “stop-
words”, during preprocessing.  
 
Suitable preprocessing is task specific. In genetics literature, standard preprocessing could 
ambiguate important information within a text, e.g. with the removal of the “c.” prefix of a 
genetic sequence variant, you would be uncertain if a variant location refers to a coding 
sequence, genomic sequence, or even mitochondrial DNA sequence. Converting all 
characters to lowercase letters would also obfuscate the difference between the gene symbols 
“Brca1” and “BRCA1”, highlighting whether the authors discuss genetics in a model 
organism or a human. 
 
Human language will often vary the use of words to avoid monotony. This is especially true 
in written language. Language variation poses a challenge for computational token 
recognition and counting. Without further processing, “jump”, “jumped”, “jumping”, and 
“jumper” are all recognised as unique tokens. “Stemming” is a method for reducing the 
complexity of a token string being analysed. Stemming commonly involves an algorithmic 
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already enormous literature corpus.4,5 Though we cannot expect exponential growth to 
continue, the current rate is already too much for any human to manage, even in niche 
specialisms. The interdisciplinary nature of modern research means that academics must be 
cognizant of relevant publications in allied fields, increasing the demands put on the 
individual or group. Ideally, the information and knowledge from these publications would 
be structured into tables and graphs for simple aggregation in domain databases. However, 
publications are primarily written in text with a non-uniform structure between publications. 
Thus, the field of NLP is essential for automated information extraction for the medical 
literature, as described above.  
 
Why PubMed?  
The NCBI database PubMed has 34 million publications recorded at the time of writing (June 
2022). This includes 2.3 million specified case reports and over 900,000 clinical trials. 
Approximately 90% of the PubMed database is composed of MEDLINE records which are 
citations with associated article metadata, e.g., title, journal of publication, authorship, and 
abstract text. Inclusion in MEDLINE is limited to journals in biomedical research and life 
sciences where the journal has met the NLMs (National Library of Medicine (US)) standards 
for scientific and editorial quality. Thus, the records returned from PubMed searches are 
regarded as high-quality publications. This vetting process offers reassurance to users and, 
when combined with ease of use, makes PubMed one of the most popular resources in health-
related academia.  
 
It is reported that most health sciences researchers use PubMed as the only source in their  
literature search.6,7 This suggests a large user base for tools exploiting this search system. Not 
all PubMed records are in the MEDLINE group. The largest of the non-MEDLINE records in 
PubMed is PubMed Central (PMC) entries from journals that have not yet met the criteria for 
inclusion in MEDLINE. The PMC subset is a growing minority as a proportion of the 
PubMed database since the 2008 public access mandate (decreeing that research funded by 
public finance should be available publicly) and the 2013 memorandum from the US Office 
of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP).  
 
A great advantage of using the PubMed System for literature discovery is the availability of 
computational documents and their metadata retrieval infrastructure. The NCBI has 
developed a mature system for automated database query and data retrieval for their 
databases. This system uses an Application Programming Interface (API). APIs are a set of 
protocols and definitions that act as a structure for communication between two software. In 
this case, the Entrez E-utility API allows a programme on the user’s computer to send a 
search query to the PubMed database over the internet.8 The reply from the database will be a 
structured metadata package that can be read and organised into the equivalent of a 
spreadsheet or text file for immediate use or to aid full-text retrieval. The exact process 
happens when a query is typed into the search field on the PubMed website, but the response 
is split into batches and rendered in an HTML file, presented in a web browser for human 
exploration. The automated API approach requires no clicking or human interaction to 
proceed. Processing articles in the search results are not dependent on human evaluation and 
manual download; this offers project scalability with the likelihood of reduced selection bias. 
This automation also allows for recurrent searching and retrieval: monthly, weekly, daily, or 
hourly; which ever the project determines. 
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Metadata And Full-Text Retrieval 
A programme that can make requests to the Entrez API can also interact with publisher 
servers and other APIs to facilitate full-text retrieval. This depends on having the correct 
URL married to a permissive IP address or access key allowing the download of the 
requested file. The Crossref project API is another primary facilitator of my research project. 
Crossref is a not-for-profit collaborative project to improve scholarly communication. Their 
API provides metadata associated with academic publications, including the URL for a given 
citation. Many publishers automatically provide metadata to Crossref upon publication of an 
article or journal issue. This metadata includes any licensing restrictions to guide users’ 
behaviour. There is often a specific URL tagged for text and data mining. These URLs will 
return the publication in file formats suitable for computer analysis.  
 
The format of a given file can significantly impact the accessibility and fidelity of text data 
retrieved. Text and data mining-friendly formats include XML, which stands for Extensible 
Markup Language files. XML files are text files with inherent structure. Content of the file is 
stored under tags which can be searched and extracted; for example, the body of a document 
might be kept under a “body” tag e.g. 
 
<body> 
 <title> 
  This is the title of the Article. 
 </title> 
 <abstract> 
  This is the abstract of the article 
 </abstract> 
</body> 
 
This allows the whole document to be extracted to a plain text file, or specific portions can be 
extracted, excluding references or acknowledgements. Another tagged file format is 
Hypertext markup language (HTML) which is the file type used for storing webpages. 
HTML is another text-based file format with tags to structure the document. HMTL files 
require additional parsing and clean-up to extract data compared to plain text or XML files. 
This is because of the large number of metadata and web page-specific tags, which might 
instruct on the position of adverts or pop-up messages but add spurious content when 
extracted for research purposes. Both file types use a markup language with tags to structure 
data. The main differences are that HMTL is primarily concerned with how the recorded data 
looks, whereas XML is mainly concerned with the information within. HTML files tend to 
have more shared tags for universal interpretation across different internet browsers. In 
contrast, the names of XML file tags can be more esoteric depending on the data source.  
 
PDF (Portable Document Format) files are one of the most common formats we interact with 
for academic publications. The main issue with this file type is the loss of text formatting. 
PDFs are image files and converting text to an image causes the loss of format information 
when converting the image back to text. This is evident when trying to highlight and copy the 
text in some PDF documents. Extracting text from PDFs is complicated and imperfect. Still, 
my research project utilises an existing automated text extraction tool called Apache Tika that 
recognises PDF files and extracts text into a plain text format with high accuracy. We also 
come across plain text files intended to represent a cleaned version of the original text but 
without any underlying structure to the file.  
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Web Scraping 
HTML files are the backbone of the internet experience. Downloading these files from a 
webpage is a process called web scraping. When academic articles are unavailable to 
download from publisher API or open access repositories, we can look for the original file 
using the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) for that article. A DOI is a unique identifier linked 
to the address of an electronic version of any publication or document on the web. 
Using the doi.org domain “https://www.doi.org/”, we can put a document DOI as the suffix 
of this URL, and through a system of automatic redirections, we should land on the web page 
hosting the original document. Depending on licensing restrictions, we can then attempt to 
retrieve that web document and parse out the embedded text. In some countries, there is the 
risk of copyright infringement when “scraping” these web pages, but the UK has formal 
legislation allowing this practice for non-commercial research.9,10 This put text and data 
mining researchers in the UK in an envious position to leverage the subscriptions of their 
institutions to generate large corpora of published literature for analysis.  
 
The power of large biomedical corpora has been illustrated during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
In 2020, with the establishment of SARS-CoV-2 infections as a global pandemic, there was a 
rapid mobilisation of the research community, including informatics and NLP researchers, to 
analyse the predicted deluge of COVID-19-related communications. The most extensive 
collection of texts was made available in the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19), 
which represents a collection of over a million documents relating to coronaviruses, openly 
available to all researchers who wish to explore the dataset. This dataset provides the 
substrate for the Corona Central COVID-19 dashboard supported by the Chan Zuckerberg 
BioHub. Large-scale open access repositories like the subsets from PubMed Central and 
CORD-19 are exceptions in the research environment. NLP at scale is “big data” analysis and 
facilitates statistical inference, which would not be possible with smaller datasets. 
 
Research interests are specific, and there will only be a relatively small number of relevant 
documents in a large corpus suitable to answer a research question. When your target 
document proportion is small, there is an increased risk of “noise” outweighing the signal in 
your experiments. When approaching a dataset, it is essential to consider its source, the 
purpose for which it was generated and what conclusions you can reasonably draw from its 
analysis. When tackling clinical questions, I argue that peer-reviewed publications from 
researchers and clinicians represent the highest quality data for NLP research about health 
and biomedical science. This contrasts with other large, freely available datasets such as 
Wikipedia and elements of the CORD-19 dataset drawn from grey literature without robust 
critical appraisal. There are applications where quickly produced data is relevant and 
attractive, but these sources were not a good fit for my clinical research questions.  
 
Machine Learning 
Analysis of extensive collections of text through natural language processing (NLP) is allied 
to the field of Machine Learning (ML). There are numerous applications for which ML is 
used in the field of NLP. These include classification, NER, and information extraction. ML 
is a field of computer science built upon applied statistics. Regression, clustering, and 
probabilistic methods are commonly used. In document classification, ML models can predict 
the class to which a previously unseen document belongs. These models can be “supervised” 
when provided with humanly tagged examples of documents. The ML model is trained by 
analysis of the pre-classified examples and tested on an unseen labelled set. Other ML 
models can be “unsupervised”, where a dataset is cleaned and prepared, then provided to the 
model for a priori analysis. Based on the attributes of each feature in the dataset, the 
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algorithm attempts to group articles into a predetermined number of groups, as is seen in the 
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Humans can then manually explore these groupings 
thematically and understand the range of content within a large dataset.  
 
Maximising Value from Institutional Subscriptions 
UK Universities maintain large subscriptions covering a significant proportion of the 
academic literature and exist in a permissive legal framework. This privileged position 
represents an opportunity to harness their access to these repositories of medical knowledge 
and exploit them. Universities and research organisations pay large amounts of money to 
publishers to maintain access to a literature back-catalogue and the continuous stream of new 
publications. The business relationship between universities and publishers is not without 
difficulties, and many Universities voice concern and frustration at the cost of access, 
especially when automated access is complicated and obstructive. Although there has been a 
drive towards open access publication and the creation of disruptive Open Access Massive 
Journals (OAMJ), open access publication often comes at an additional cost to authors. The 
prohibitive effect of this additional cost means that a significant proportion of academic 
journals remain behind paywalls which are inherently more challenging to automate access 
and retrieval. The University of Edinburgh currently spends approximately £5 million per 
year (personal communications) to maintain its journal subscriptions with online access. 
Despite this investment, there is no established system for automated retrieval of academic 
publications for research groups in the University. There is a responsibility to maximise the 
utility of these subscriptions, removing the burden of retrieval and standardising the output 
for human use and computational analysis.  
 
Review and meta-analysis of the literature is a common practice in medicine. To undertake a 
systematic review is estimated to take 6-18 months and represents a high cost for a static 
piece of knowledge curation. This considerable investment of time is undermined by the 
average 4-8 years lifespan of review articles. The lifespan falls to a median of 2.9 years for 
review articles in fields with a dynamic publication profile, such as cardiovascular health. 
When generating clinical guidelines, one solution to this issue would be to review the 
literature every three years, which is indeed one of the most common approaches. 
 
Conversely, there will be wasted effort when the literature has not become outdated, 
increasing academic inefficiency. Given the importance of contemporaneous evidence, there 
is a movement toward creating “living reviews”. These are systematic reviews that transition 
to dynamic publications, regularly updated with an a priori commitment to review frequency, 
from agreed sources and with a predetermined approach to meta-analysis. The advantage of 
such an approach is keenly illustrated in the cases of clinical guideline generation. A living 
review ensures two-sided correction for both redundancies of current evidence and the 
emergence of significant new evidence. Doing so promptly will maximise the opportunity to 
influence current care with new evidence-based guidance and avoid harm from historical 
evidence revealed to be unsound. Unsurprisingly, a significant burden of human effort is 
required to set up and maintain these endeavours. Human time is a valuable, limited and 
increasingly expensive resource. Where automation is possible, and the performance is 
measurable, human time should be liberated for different, computationally intractable tasks. 
Both systematic and living reviews can benefit from the efficiency of automated retrieval and 
processing of articles for a given search query. It was highlighted that the feasibility and 
sustainability of these efforts would rely on enabling technologies based on text mining and 
machine learning. Finding, evaluating, and retrieving articles for inclusion in a review is one 
of the most laborious tasks undertaken in the process. Searching the literature on 
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bibliographic databases can be automated to search daily and push notifications to users. My 
research focuses on the automated retrieval of published literature, which is directly 
applicable to this task.  
 
Another difficulty of maintaining a living systematic review lies in the attrition of 
collaborators between re-analysis. The loss of procedural memory and experience means 
there is a need for repetition of previous work) For article screening and prioritisation, it is 
now possible to train machine learning models to classify documents for inclusion and 
exclusion to high sensitivity and specificity and prioritise documents with desirable qualities 
to spend expert time more efficiently.  
 
Advances in the fields of computing and biomedical NLP have democratised access to 
advanced analysis. Small groups or individual researchers can run analyses on cloud-based 
systems such as Google Colab or Microsoft Azure with free top-of-the-range processing and 
memory specifications. The granularity of data and increased computational traction has been 
achieved through the development of biomedical NLP models, like SciSpacy and BioBert. 
These models facilitate advanced NER using predictive models based on large biomedical 
corpora processed through neural networks. These models use parts of speech tagging, 
sentence structure and co-occurring words to make predictions on the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 
 
Bayesian Statistics 
I am currently training as a doctor in clinical genetics, including using Bayesian statistics for 
risk calculation in inherited diseases. As such, I was interested in the concept of a Naïve 
Bayes (NB) Classifier. The principal formula underlying the NB classification is Bayes 
Theorem. Rev Thomas Bayes’ theorem was posthumously published in 1763, having been 
found amongst his papers.  
 

𝑃(𝐴|𝐵) =
𝑃(𝐵|𝐴)𝑃(𝐴)

𝑃(𝐵)  

 
This theorem allows the revision of a prediction in the light of new evidence.  
It states that this probability of “A” given observation “B” is equal to the likelihood of “B” 
given observation “A”, multiplied by the probability of A, all divided by the probability of B. 
As an example, if applied to the probability of rain for a given month of the year in Scotland, 
you might propose the question:  
 
“Given that it is raining outside, what are the chances that we are in the month of March?” 
 
Bayes’ calculation would then state that the probability of the month being March, given it is 
raining, is equal to the probability of rain in March, multiplied by the probability of the 
current month being March, divided by the probability of rain at any time. Local weather 
reports tell us there is a 30% chance of rain in Scotland on any day in March. A particularly 
pessimistic weather dataset might suggest that the average probability of precipitation on any 
day in Scotland is 15%. With 31 days, the likelihood of any day of the year being in March is 
8.5% (this is the prior probability). Having collected these “conditional” data on the 
frequency of rain in general and specifically in March, we can apply Bayes’ theorem. Thus 
we can use these observations to modify the prior probability of 8.5% that it is currently 
March.  
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𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ|𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛) =
𝑃(𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛|𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ)𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ)

𝑃(𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛)  

 

𝑃(𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑐ℎ|𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛) =
0.3 ∗ 0.085

0.15 = 17% 
 
Using this approach suggests that given that it is raining today, the probability of the month 
being March is 17%, which is double the original probability. 
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Chapter 1 
The Development of Cadmus: A python program for identifying and retrieving full-text 
biomedical publications for natural language processing.  
 
With the rate and density of academic publications continuing to increase, the need for 
automated retrieval and analysis of the literature rises accordingly.11,12 The availability of 
computational power and rapid development of NLP tools means that a large proportion of 
work traditionally performed by human curators can be delegated to machine processes.13–16 
One significant limiting factor in the broader adoption of this human-machine collaborative 
approach is the generation of large and specific text corpora for analysis.17,18  
 
The most common user groups for automated document retrieval of academic texts are those 
researchers and clinicians undertaking systematic reviews. When the systematic review 
toolkit, a long-standing repository for automation tools, was searched in 2022, there were 353 
tools indexed, but there were none designated for full-text document retrieval.19 The lack of 
tools for automated retrieval was also highlighted in a review article by Marshall et al. in 
2019.13 
 
Beller et al. wrote in 2018 about the guiding principles in systematic review automation for 
the International Collaboration for the Automation of Systematic Reviews (ICASR). 
Recommendation number seven stated, “Every automation technique should be shared, 
preferably by making code, evaluation data and corpora available for free”. In this spirit, all 
the code used in our document retrieval programme is open-access and readily available 
through the Cadmus GitHub repository.20  
 
There has been slow adoption of automation tools in systematic reviews. Connor et al. note a 
potential lack of trust in the automation tool and a perception that automation tools are 
inferior to current practice. 21 To overcome these issues and unlock the liberating potential of 
these tools, performance benchmarking and approach-transparency are required to build 
confidence. 
 
Tafsnat et al. recognised the potential benefit of automatic retrieval in their review of 
systematic review automation technologies in 2014.22 This review highlighted the known 
obstacles to automated retrieval which persist today, like the lack of standardised access to 
literature, inconsistent archival and appropriate formats for text mining. In their section on 
future technologies, a helpful system was suggested to automatically navigate from search 
query to full-text retrieval along several possible routes. This review also highlighted the 
potential advantage of automated full-text screening over the title and abstract text.  
 
Some systems can facilitate full-text retrieval, such as the links in google scholar search 
results. There are also large repositories of open-access publications, like PubMed Central. 3 
More recent developments include the not-for-profit scientific research facilitation of 
Crossref. 23 Crossref offers a searchable repository of scientific publication metadata, often 
including links to full-text articles. These systems require not-inconsiderable programming 
skills to access and navigate the resources provided. There are also paid-for applications 
offering full-text retrieval. Endnote has full-text retrieval functions. 24 A significant limitation 
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of this program is the retrieval of only a PDF version or simply the storing of a URL to the 
original document.  
 
Cadmus is an open-source programme developed in Python to generate biomedical text 
corpora from published literature. The difficulty of obtaining such datasets has been a major 
impediment to methodological developments in Biomedical NLP. It has hindered the 
exploitation of valuable biomedical data from the published literature.14,17 The Cadmus 
system leverages existing application program interfaces (APIs) from data hubs like NCBI 
PubMed, Crossref, and individual publishers but simplifies the requirements for utilising each 
component.3,8,23,25  
 
Cadmus Development 
 
The Cadmus system is composed of three main steps:  

• Query & Metadata Collection 
• Document Retrieval 
• Parsing & Collation 

 
The system is open-source and flexible, retrieving open-access (OA) articles and subscription 
articles (when the user has permission to access an article). Cadmus retrieves and processes 
documents in PDF, HTML, XML, and plain-text formats. The full-text output is standardised 
to plain text and sorted alongside article metadata into a single data frame, ready for use in 
Bio-NLP. The retrieval rates of Cadmus will vary depending on the content of each corpus 
and the license subscriptions held by the user or their host institution. 
 
Data Requests and Web Scraping 
Cadmus is run as a central script that calls different sub-scripts for tasks during each step of 
the retrieval process. One critical element worth considering in detail is the sub-script 
employing the Python Requests library.26 This script sends data requests to database APIs 
and website servers to retrieve article metadata and full texts. The method of employing this 
script is critical to the program due to its direct interaction with publishers and other content 
distributors. Engaging with publisher and distributor APIs in this manner is encouraged. 
There are often dedicated servers for automatic interactions, reducing traffic to the human 
interaction webpage server. However, sending automated requests to servers for human 
interaction is more sensitive. Servers can often recognise automated requests as different to 
requests generated by a human clicking an icon in a web browser. Automated request 
programmes are used in Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, flooding servers with 
data requests and paralysing the server for other users. Recognising this risk, most servers 
automatically survey for automated requests and often block such approaches.  
When a server blocks a personal computer, the administrator may force a minimum amount 
of time to pass before the user can make another request. This is inconvenient but not 
particularly concerning. Blocking an IP address can affect many users and is often followed 
by an email from the server admin to enquire about the program you are using and to instruct 
you on the proper etiquette for making requests. With this risk in mind, our requests make 
every effort to adhere to the guidance of publishers for text and data mining researchers.  
As further mitigation, the Requests script I have written provides transparent information 
about the program, including a program name, user email and API keys in the header of each 
request. The hallmarks of automated request are partially hidden by “spoofing” a web 
browser, a common approach when automating web scraping. As a final protection, if any 
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request results in a “429” server response (“too many requests”), the script will automatically 
stop until reviewed and reactivated by the user. Requests are limited to approximately one or 
two per second when API instruction recommends such to comply with “polite” use. There is 
a three-strikes approach to each request to overcome server errors and a time limit of two 
minutes to wait for server responses and a document to download. Reassuringly,  using the 
current Cadmus scripts, researchers within the author’s research group have not received any 
severe administrator warnings despite downloading hundreds of thousands of open access 
and subscription access published materials. The group received one communication from 
PubMed Central administrators raising concerns about web-scraping for full-text links, but 
after this approach was augmented for PMC content, there have been no issues.  
 
File Structures and Formats 
Upon activating a retrieval script, Cadmus creates a filing system in the working directory for 
storing metadata, full-text files, and the retrieved raw files (based on their format). This 
ensures detailed provenance of the data in Cadmus output. These files might include Crossref 
records, MEDLINE records, PDF, HTML, XML, or plain text versions of the full-text 
documents. The raw data storage allows end-users to re-parse or evaluate the Cadmus-
generated output if project-specific requirements exist. 
 
PubMed Search and metadata retrieval 
PubMed query was automated using the Entrez E-utility tools API.8 This step requires 
registration for an API key to allow rapid requests (up to 10 per second).27 When a search 
query is made, the response is a list of PubMed IDs (PMIDs). This list of PMIDs is then sent 
to the Entrez API to fetch metadata on each article. Metadata is returned in JSON format 
based on the MEDLINE fields.28 Title, abstract, journal name, ISSN, author names, 
publication date, publication type, DOI, PMID and PMCID are parsed from the JSON into a 
Pandas data frame. Each row in the data frame represents an article identified through the 
PubMed search query. Each row is also given a Cadmus-attributed, unique hexadecimal 
index, which links each row (article) in the data frame to any files saved during the retrieval 
process. These Cadmus indexes are required due to the inconsistent availability of the other 
three identifiers, especially if searching options are expanded beyond PubMed in the future. 
This article metadata data frame acts as the focal point in the retrieval process as the 
programme loops over each article and tries multiple avenues to retrieve full-text versions of 
each article. 
 
Acquiring unique identifiers  
Once MEDLINE metadata is retrieved and each article has a Cadmus ID, the programme 
attempts to consolidate the DOI, PMID and PMCID for each article. These different 
identifiers act as the input for requests in the retrieval process. The Entrez ID converter API 
is used to cross-check IDs based on what identifiers are available from the PubMed metadata 
response. 29  
 
Crossref 
Crossref is the first avenue for full-text retrieval in Cadmus. Crossref acts as a catalogue for 
published literature aiming to simplify the identification of research material through 
metadata storage, tagging and hosting an API to query their database.23 Just as Cadmus uses 
PMIDs to request metadata from the Entrez API, each article DOI (if available) is sent in a 
request to the Crossref API. The Crossref API sends a JSON formatted response which is 
parsed. At this stage, the required fields are the article licenses and full-text URLs. Cadmus 
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stores the complete Crossref record in the local file structure. The full-text URLs are added to 
the primary data frame in a field called “full_text_links”, holding all potential full-text 
locations for a given article. Some Crossref full-text links are explicitly labelled “for text and 
data mining” and are prioritised for use in the retrieval step. These links might direct requests 
to webpages for scraping, XML, plain text, or pdf files, highlighting the need for flexible 
parsing after retrieval.  
 
Open Access Repositories 
Europe PMC has a full-text retrieval API.30 This API takes the PubMed Central ID (PMCID) 
as the input and returns an XML response with the full text. Cadmus sends requests to the 
API and stores the XML file under the Cadmus index. This API is fast and attractive because 
it provides a uniform file structure for parsing. However, articles provided through this route 
must be open access publications, and for most searches we have performed, Europe PMC 
provides around 20-25% of the target texts in full-text format.  
PubMed Central has an API with multiple formats available for each record in the open 
access subset. 31 Cadmus requests the PDF and a tarred g-zip file (TGZ) for each record in 
the target data frame. The zip file often contains PDF, XML, and supplemental files. 
Downloading zip files can be slow, but the multiple formats and the standard structure of the 
PMC-XML files from this response mean that this is still a valuable avenue for retrieval. 
 
Web-scraping versus API requests 
Cadmus uses web-scraping techniques to extract links from websites or save HTML versions 
of the full text. These approaches only attempt when retrieval through APIs and text and data 
mining full-text links have failed. Cadmus sequentially navigates the possible routes towards 
full-text versions of documents. Although it would be faster to parallelise this process, the 
program sacrifices efficiency to comply with our obligations to request data through 
designated pathways for text and data mining in the first instance. Direct access to HTML 
versions of the full text can be permitted through IP address recognition. When publisher 
servers receive an incoming website request from a subscribing institution’s IP address, the 
requested article is presented automatically rather than requiring an additional login step. 
This automated IP screening and redirection step should assure users that Cadmus is only 
successful in full-text retrieval, through web scraping, when the requesting institution is 
already subscribed to that service. In further support of this compliant behaviour, Cadmus 
minimises unnecessary requests by tracking successful document retrievals. We wish to 
retrieve a PDF format and a tagged text format (XML or HTML) for each document. Most 
individuals are familiar with reading documents in PDF format and having this format 
available would suit most end users. For NLP, having a pure text representation of the articles 
is more practical, especially if you wish to interrogate tables, which are extremely difficult to 
parse correctly from PDFs. As each avenue for retrieval is run, if a PDF and tagged version 
are already available, the article is ignored to avoid repeated requests. As Cadmus processes 
each HTML file, it parses that file for URL hyperlinks that appear to offer full-text 
documents. It is often the case that publishers and other repositories will initially send a 
landing-page response, upon which users must click on a button to “view full text” or 
“Download PDF”. It is these links and buttons that Cadmus parses out of the webpage and 
stores them in the “full_text_links” section for subsequent requests in the second stage of 
retrieval. 
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PubMed Web Scraping 
Using the PMID as part of the input, Cadmus sends a request to the PubMed website server 
in the format http://www.pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/{PMID}. The server will respond with an 
HTML file representing the abstract webpage for the article. HTML tags denoting the “link 
out” section are parsed, and hyperlinks are extracted, excluding links that contain the letters 
“pmc”. Each link in this list is added to the full_text_links section in the main article 
metadata data frame.  
 
Direct DOI-based requests 
For those articles with a DOI assigned, it is possible to use automatic web redirection 
services to locate full-text documents. Requests can be sent to the doi.org website in the 
format https://www.doi.org/{doi}, and the request will be redirected to the website server 
hosting the original file. If successful, the response will be an HTML file or PDF that can be 
parsed for full text.  
 
After these initial approaches, the first stage of Cadmus retrieval is complete.  
At this point, documents have been retrieved from Europe PMC, PMC Open access subsets, 
publisher APIs and journal websites. Those articles that do not have both a PDF and tagged 
version retrieved are carried forward to the second stage of the retrieval process. Stage two of 
retrieval depends entirely on web scraping as requests are sent using each URL in the 
full_text_links section. Each time an HTML file is sent, the file is parsed for any other 
candidate full-text links.  
 
Document Parsing 
Each retrieved document is evaluated and parsed for the content text, and each format has its 
parsing strategy. My colleague Antoine Lain developed the PDF parsing stages for the 
pipeline. PDF parsing utilises the Apache Tika parser API.32 Plain text files need minimal 
parsing, but PDF and plain text are passed through a custom NLP clean-up script designed to 
remove author lists, tables, references, figures, and acknowledgements.  
 
HTML and XML files are parsed using the Python library Beautiful Soup 4 (BS4). 33 Parsing 
scripts using BS4 involves manual and automated exploration of the tagged files to generate a 
list of tags likely to contain the main sections of the article text. For example, 
<content_text> or <full_text> or <article> tags may act as high-level containers for the 
body of the article. Sub-tags can then be explored for inclusion or exclusion in the parsed 
text. The development of this parsing script involved many iterations with trial and error to 
expand the breadth of publisher websites covered by the tags in the script. Each publisher 
tends to have its esoteric tagging system. A custom approach was often required to achieve 
comparative parsing between publisher sources. The same process of parser development was 
put in place for XML files, but this process was far simpler due to most XML files coming 
from just two sources, PMC, and Europe PMC.  
 
Quality Control Checks 
The parsed text was evaluated to determine if a retrieved file was a full-text version, an 
empty file, or another abstract version of the article. This decision was based on the file's 
size, the parsed text's length, keyword analysis such as “redirection”, and the similarity of 
1000 tokens chosen at random between the abstract text and the full text.  
Only after retrieval, parsing and quality control check will a document be recorded as 
retrieved for a given format. 
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Creating a single pipeline 
Synthesising the distinct modules of document retrieval into one coherent programme was 
the work of my collaborator Antoine Lain. This was a large undertaking and without his help 
I am sure that the programme would have remained as separate components running 
discretely, which would have greatly reduced the utility of the programme I present in this 
thesis. We have worked together with Mr Lain through many issues and errors to create the 
functioning program as it now exists. Detailing the trials and errors that went into the 
development of this program is out of the scope of this thesis documentation. To illustrate the 
strengths and weaknesses of this program, I present an ambitious retrieval experiment using 
Cadmus in December 2021.  
 
Cadmus Generation of a Monogenic Developmental Disorders Corpus  
 
Aims: 

• Test the retrieval performance for academic literature using the custom 
python program Cadmus.  

• Build a corpus of articles for NLP experiments for monogenic developmental 
disorders.  

• To evaluate and compare the value of full-text article analysis over abstract 
content.  

 
Defining the target corpus 
A set of 120 gene symbols was chosen from the Developmental Disorders 
Genotype2Phenotype (DDG2P) database. The genes were selected for their representation in 
the Deciphering Developmental Disorders (DDD) study and the Online Mendelian 
Inheritance in Men (OMIM) Database. Each gene search was conducted by querying PubMed 
based on the gene symbol, limited to its presence in the title section of each record only.  
 
e.g. “ARID1B”[TIAB]  
 
Each search generated a list of PMIDs combined and deduplicated into a text file for use in a 
Cadmus retrieval script. The developmental disorders gene search queries generated 204,043 
unique PMIDs constituting the target corpus. 
 
Full-Text Retrieval 
Cadmus retrieval was performed on a server hosted at the University of Edinburgh, UK. The 
university server has 120 GB of RAM, and Cadmus was run on a single-core Intel Xeon 
Silver 4110 CPU (2.10GHz). API keys were registered and provided for use with NCBI tools 
and Elsevier and Wiley web services, all of which are freely available online23,25,27,34. From 
the target set of PMIDs, 173,786 (85.2%) full-text documents were retrieved whilst running 
Cadmus on the university network. To evaluate the absolute retrieval performance, a 
comparison was made with PubMed MEDLINE metadata (title and abstract provided by 
PubMed through the Entrez e-utilities API). Metadata is an attractive resource for NLP 
experiments due to its ready availability and the high quality, single provenance of the data 
from NCBI. The comparison for retrieval rate with Cadmus is austere given the relative ease 
of metadata retrieval. Still, it offers a rounded perspective combined with the comparative 
analysis of the content text for each source detailed below. For the target corpus, PubMed 
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provides a title and abstract text for 179,389 (87.9%) articles, 5603 (3.2%) more than the 
retrieved full-text corpus.  
To explore the failed article retrieval, I examined the ISSN number and publication date for 
each journal in the failed list. The University of Edinburgh library provided me with 
subscription data which I cross-checked against the details from the failed retrieval articles. 
Evaluating the 30,257 articles that were not retrieved as full text, 16,149 (53.4%) were 
published in journals that were not covered by the University of Edinburgh subscription at 
the time of publication neither did they have a permissive creative commons license for open 
access retrieval. Limited manual exploration of the remaining unretrieved documents 
highlights issues with progressing through java script steps in retrieval when publisher 
websites redirect requests to the full-text document. 
 
The Effect of Institutional Subscriptions 
A retrieval rate comparison was conducted using a University Network (utilising the 
University IP address) and a Google Colab Notebook without university affiliations. A subset 
of 20,000 articles from within the corpus was chosen randomly to evaluate retrieval rates 
without using a university IP address. This process retrieved 10,873 articles (54.7%) when 
running on a private home network and 17,040 articles (85.2%) on the university Network. 
The average retrieval speed was 250 full-text articles retrieved per hour (with variable rates 
over each step). Memory requirements never exceeded 4GB of RAM during the Colab 
retrieval process. 
 
File Format Distribution 
To understand the utility of a mixed format retrieval, the proportions of each format 
contributing to the successfully retrieved corpus are shown in Figure 3. Some files can exist 
in a single format, while others can exist in multiple formats. There were 102,380 PDF files 
retrieved (50.2% of the total target corpus). We retrieved 82,115 HTML files and 49,400 
XML files (constituting 40.2% and 24.2% of the target corpus respectively). There were also 
50,745 plain text files retrieved (24.9% of the target). There were 97,527 (47.8%) unique 
articles retrieved in a tagged format (XML or HTML) and 149,770 unique articles in an 
untagged, PDF or Plain text format (73.4% of the target corpus).  
When no full text is retrieved, Cadmus will still try to provide the title and abstract text from 
PubMed; this was the case for 21,917 articles (10.7% of the target). 
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Figure 4 shows a series of scatter plots illustrating the spread of values for content evaluation 
in each file format. Entity counts follow an approximate 1:3 correlation with word count in 
the plot “a” across the sampled set. This is consistent across all formats. The unique entity 
count in plot “b” is approximately half the total entity count, which shows that more text is 
not just a repetition of the exact words but adds new concepts and data compared to shorter 
documents. The scatter plots are remarkably similar across each format, with some evidence 
of outliers being more common in the PDF format, as expected, due to the increased 
difficulty of parsing this file type. This PDF deviation is particularly true in analysing plot 
‘c’s OOV values. There is a clear edge of PDF markers at the highest OOV counts relative to 
word count. This is also reflected in the plot ‘d’ with the number of unique OOV tokens. The 
correlation between OOV count and unique OOV count shows that these OOV values are not 
repetitive tokens that are simple to parse out when identified and added to a clean-up script. 
These PDF OOV tokens are often joined words or author names that the spaCy language 
model does not recognise. 
 

 
Figure 4: scatter plot grid illustrating the content analysis for each file format. Each plot shows a random selection 
of 10 000 articles for each format.  
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Cadmus Quality Control Tests 
After evaluating the difference between each file format, it was necessary to compare the 
Cadmus retrieved text to a gold standard. In biomedical NLP, the use of titles and abstracts 
for document analysis is commonplace due to the ease of access to this data.35 Article 
metadata is easy to generate and comes in plain text, ready to be run in an NLP pipeline. 
Comparison with full-text retrieval is more complicated. There are no freely available full-
text retrieval systems for publisher agnostic biomedical literature.  NCBI houses the most 
extensive collection of ready-to-use full-text documents in the PMC open access subsets.3 I 
chose to use this open access subset to evaluate the quality of Cadmus retrieved text. The 
plain text versions of the PMC articles were downloaded, in bulk, by the FTP process. 
Downloaded PMC files underwent minimal text parsing to extract the body of the article 
using the standardised document format provided by PMC. No further efforts were made to 
parse out tables or author names etc. These files were then compared to the Cadmus retrieved 
corpus, and the intersection was selected as the gold standard set. The Cadmus retrieved 
articles were grouped into two subsets; those articles that can be found in the PMC open 
access subsets and those that are retrieved from other sources (non-open access).  
From the list of articles generated by the gene-based search, the PubMed Central Open 
Access subsets had 44,670 (21.9%) full-text documents available for download. This list was 
reduced to 44,264 articles in the intersection of the Cadmus retrieved and PMC-OA sets. To 
test the fidelity of retrieved full texts, we used ScispaCy to infer the similarity of paired 
documents from the 44,264 Gold Standard and Cadmus corpora. The comparison was made 
between named entities detected in each article using the native spaCy document similarity 
function. Cosine similarity ranges from 0 (no similarity between content) and 1 (perfect 
correlation between contents). The result was an average cosine similarity score of 0.98 (SD: 
0.04) between the Cadmus and bulk downloaded PMC-OA articles. Cosine similarity score 
can be naturally high when the two compared documents share vocabulary from the same 
domain. Random document pair analysis from these subsets yielded an average cosine 
similarity score of 0.23 (SD: 0.06), suggesting that the original high score reflects more than 
a shared biomedical language.  
 
The aggregated comparison was made between the gold standard set, Cadmus retrieved open 
access set, Cadmus retrieved non-open access set and the abstract set. Using sci-spaCy NLP 
analysis, basic metrics are generated and shown in Table 3. The document count, mean word 
count per document, OOV rate and entity density for each text source are presented. The 
Cadmus retrieved corpus averaged 3606 words per document in the PMC-OA articles and 
3582 words per document in the non-OA subset. This is 14% lower than the minimally 
parsed plain-text PMC-OA set word count but 22 times larger than the quantity of text 
provided by metadata analysis of the abstract text. The OOV rate in Cadmus retrieved text is 
3 – 3.2% of tokens. This OOV rate is almost half that seen in the gold standard, most likely 
reflecting the effect of different parsing processes. Note that author names or proper nouns 
will be predicted to be entities (Nouns) but may also be considered OOV. Cadmus retrieved 
full-text corpus has an entity density of approximately one biomedical entity every three 
words. This entity density is very close to that seen in the PubMed abstracts, which are 
traditionally considered a condensed text representation. This information density highlights 
that full texts are information-dense data sources and that retrieving more data can offer a 
richer analysis.  
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set was also analysed as a gold standard of content. Rarefaction curves were generated for 
each article source by incrementally increasing each corpus by 1000 randomly drawn 
documents at a time. The unique UMLS-matched entities were counted at each increment. 
Rarefaction curves are shown in Figure 6, and the Cadmus retrieved texts mirror the PMC 
open access curve until that corpus is spent. The abstract derived curve is faster to flatten, and 
the final number of uniquely matched UMLS concepts is half that seen in the full-text corpus.  
 

 
Figure 6: Rarefaction curves showing the increase in unique UMLS-matched entities as the corpus size 
increases for each source. 

 
Discussion 
Cadmus' development has focused on building a robust system that can cope with network 
failures, server errors and memory issues. The program can cope with these issues with 
minimal effort to restart retrieval and minimal data loss in the case of failure.  Bug fixes will 
likely be required over time as many of the processes are dynamic and interact with 
changeable data (e.g. HTML pages). Updates are managed through GitHub version control, 
allowing users to report issues and download or update to the programme's latest version 
without affecting previous projects. The design of Cadmus consists of commented modular 
scripts and functions that can be included or excluded dependent on requirements. This also 
allows Cadmus to be developed in the future. Because all the code is shared with open 
access, any researcher or programmer can contribute if they feel motivated to do so. They can 
also dissect each section and take snippets that are specifically useful for their purposes. All 
scripts described in this thesis have been written in Python and can be found within the 
Cadmus GitHub Repository.20  
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Document parsing offers endless opportunities for tinkering and refinement. HTML parsing 
was the most challenging aspect in this regard. Many styles underly the HTML tags within a 
website file, which are subject to change over time. The decision of what to parse out for an 
accurate text representation is subjective. I tried to remove authorship, affiliations, title, 
abstracts, figures and legends, tables, acknowledgements, and references. The aim was to 
extract the body of the article as a set of sentences written in prose. Each removed section 
could be left in or set aside for further analysis through modifications to the parsing scripts. I 
excluded these sections due to my experience exploring the extracted texts. I found these 
sections were at high risk for spurious repetition of words both within and between 
documents. For example, highly cited articles will appear in many reference sections, 
increasing the counts for all words in that article title and the author names. This is important 
to avoid text count inflation when you try to analyse text frequency between documents or 
groups of documents.  
 
Tables are a unique element within published articles and worth considering separately. 
Tables are the information-dense, structured manifestations of human knowledge which 
deserve dedicated effort to exploit. Detailed phenotype tables collating all known cases for a 
given genetic disorder are often buried in the supplemental files of publications representing 
countless hours of human effort not realising its potential. There is a field of natural language 
processing dedicated to the action of automatically extracting information from tables called 
“table mining”.36,37 Critical to the success of table mining is identifying each table and 
retaining the native structure of the table. Cadmus’ retrieval of tagged documents makes the 
identification of tables simple, given the limited range of nomenclature for table insertion in 
HTML and XML files. These file formats also explicitly describe the table format for 
extraction and analysis. This contrasts with PDF documents which are images of the original 
documents. Tables can be identified and extracted from PDFs, but the results are hugely 
variable and frequently poor. This poses a severe issue for automated systems. Providing the 
raw data in an accessible format is a strength of the Cadmus system. Bespoke parsing scripts 
can be generated for a specific project requirement and a re-run on the original files.  
  
Finding an appropriate corpus to compare with Cadmus retrieved documents was 
challenging. Unsurprisingly due to paywalls and subscriptions, there are few sizeable 
biomedical text corpora against which to benchmark without comparing the duplicate files. 
Choosing the open access PubMed Central papers from within the corpus provided two main 
insights. It answered whether the request system worked to detect and download the correct 
file. It also set out the open access papers from the more challenging to retrieve subscription 
articles to compare these sources. 
We compare the plain text with XML format by comparing the Cadmus retrieved open access 
document with the bulk downloaded files. Plain text will not be the “best choice” content text 
for these articles, and almost all articles will return XML files from the open access set. Thus, 
it avoids a low-value comparison of identical files. We expected the Cadmus parsing to result 
in data loss compared to the minimally parsed plain text open-access set. There is an 
expected increased average word count seen in the plain text set, and manual exploration of 
these words found that the majority represented the inclusion of tables, references, 
acknowledgements, captions, and legends that failed to parse out of the body of the article. 
The parsing step for the plain text files could have been more aggressive, but this would have 
resulted in comparing parsing processes rather than a comparison of document retrieval. The 
principal aim of that experiment was to prove that the correct document was retrieved. The 
secondary purpose was to illustrate the effect of document parsing on the number of high and 
low-value tokens. These differences were expected to be seen in the word count, entity count, 
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and OOV rate but not in the document similarity score or entity density, all of which were the 
case.  
 
The entity analysis of each data source highlighted the advantages and risks of full-text 
retrieval. There was a vast increase in the raw data generated by full-text analysis compared 
to the abstract text. The language used in biomedical publications is dense, specific, and 
precise, making it an ideal substrate for NLP analysis. This conflicts with the human aspect 
of written language, which seeks to avoid boring the reader by using a varied vocabulary and 
preventing a repetition of phrases, even if they are essential. The difference in unique entity 
counts between full text, and abstract text was inconsistent when I compared sci-spaCy 
entities in Figure 5 and the UMLS-matched entities in Figure 6. This difference between the 
two sources fell from 13 times more entities to just over two times the number of unique 
entities. This partly reflects the restricted vocabulary of the UMLS compared to sci-spacy 
language models. However, given that the UMLS language is domain-specific for my 
interests, this vocabulary reduction will reduce non-domain-specific text data, which is the 
noise that is likely to affect downstream analysis.   
 
The Cadmus pipeline can facilitate corpus generation using any PubMed query, which 
utilises the most popular academic publication database in healthcare. For compliance with 
systematic review protocols, it would be necessary to build search conversion scripts to query 
additional databases such as Embase, Web of Science, and Google Scholar. These search 
steps could be integrated as different modules in the Cadmus script, and the retrieval process 
could continue unchanged. For active topics, the Crossref API facilitates pre-print retrieval 
from bioRXiv, MedRXiv and other sources. This would reduce the lag time for publications 
in peer-reviewed journals, acknowledging the higher rate of error and retractions. Cadmus 
has been designed and optimised for biomedical text retrieval. Outside of this domain, it is 
likely that performance levels will fall. However, as an open-source project, domain-specific 
modifications are possible.  
 
This non-commercial research has been conducted in Scotland, which is protected under UK 
law and backed by a commitment by Science Technical and Medical Publishers to facilitate 
text and data mining studies.38 Researchers in other legal jurisdictions may be vulnerable to 
copyright challenge and should proceed with caution when using this programme.  
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Chapter 2: Document Classification 
Background and introduction 
Machine Learning and Document Classification 
Document classification is a critical domain in the field of machine learning. The objective in 
this domain is to predict a document's class label (topic) based on that document's content. A 
document, in this instance, could be a book, sentence, paragraph, news article, tweet, email or 
online review. A class label could determine the genre of literature or news, the emotional 
sentiment of a review or paragraph, or flag a tweet as distributing misinformation or an email 
containing spam. I aimed to apply document classification algorithms to full-text academic 
publications to determine if a document met inclusion criteria for a review or fell into one of 
two clinical groups. 
 
Classification is a task in machine learning (ML). Machine learning models can be split into 
supervised and unsupervised algorithms. In supervised ML, a training set of documents with 
predetermined labels are provided to the machine learning model to “learn” about the 
attributes or features of each class. In my studies, I have focussed on supervised ML to 
maximise the humanly interpretable aspect of the model. In the field of (ML), model 
performance is contingent on the analysis of data “features”, which are used to make 
predictions. These data features can be recorded in numeric, categorical, discrete, ordinal, or 
continuous forms. There is no theoretical limit to the number of features that can contribute 
to an ML model. Still, there is an acceptance that in models with comparable performance, 
the model using fewer features is superior and less likely to suffer from over-fitting to the 
training data. There is no limit to the number of class labels in the data set (but there must be 
at least two to discriminate). With an intended use in A/B testing, I have only employed 
binary classification models.  
 
In Natural Language Processing (NLP) based document classification, the text within the 
labelled documents is processed and transformed to generate features. Each unique word or 
combination of words can be considered a feature in the model. The presence, absence, 
absolute count, or importance of each feature in the training documents is then used to 
delineate these documents based on their prevalence in each predetermined document class. 
The (ML) model is then applied to unseen documents, which are processed similarly to the 
training documents. The features in each test document are then compared to the feature for 
each class (generated from the training set), and a predicted class is allocated to the test 
document based on the best fit. 
 
There are many ML classifiers, and I will briefly describe some of the conventional 
approaches to illustrate each approach's theoretical underpinnings and known limitations.  
 
Supervised Machine Learning Document Classifiers 
Support Vector Machine  
Support vector machine models (SVM) are decision-making algorithms that work in a high-
dimensional context. This tool has been under development since 1992 and continues to be 
widely applied due to its excellent performance on complex data sets.39,40 SVM models make 
predictions based on the position of test documents in a multidimensional “feature space”.41–

43 Each feature (word analysis) contributes one dimension to the vector space. Each test 
document is converted to a feature vector which determines its position in the feature space, 
and a model predicts a class for that document based on its location. Each document is 
considered relative to a hyperplane, which is a multi-dimensional boundary, spatially 
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separating classes based on analysis of the training set. SVMs are limited by the 
computational cost when training on a large dataset. This problem is compounded by 
increasing the dimensionality of the feature space (the number of features considered). 
Another shortcoming is the discrete class decision as an output rather than a probability. This 
issue can adversely affect accuracy, particularly when no clear delineation between classes 
exists.40 
 
Random Forest 
Random Forest (RF) models, introduced by Ho et al. in 1995 44, are built upon a modified 
decision tree algorithm. The decision tree algorithm involves a series of decisions with two 
possible outcomes considered for each feature. The order of the features considered in the 
tree is decided by ranking the discriminative value of the features available in that model. 
The RF algorithm utilises a random sampling approach to create many models (decision 
trees), and the output from these models is aggregated to generate a prediction for each test 
document classified. The forest consists of many decision trees, each one using a variation of 
the training set and the features evaluated. The user decides on the number of trees in the 
forest and the number of features considered in each tree. Each tree is likely to have a unique 
make-up (with some overlap due to replacement sampling). The final decision in the tree 
represents a “vote” for a given class and the most popular vote from the forest is used as the 
predicted class. Random sampling from the training set and feature set decreases the 
correlation between the trees in a forest, offering a model rarely affected by overfitting when 
applied to unseen data. RF models are fast and relatively simple to understand; however, the 
resistance of RF models to overfitting is often at the expense of accuracy scores compared to 
alternative ML models.  
 
K-Nearest Neighbour 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) is a popular, unsupervised ML approach applicable to 
document classification. The original algorithm was published in 1951 with many 
incremental improvements.45–48 KNN is an example of instance learning whereby the model 
generation is based purely on remembering the vector position of all the training documents 
and comparing the test document to those seen previously. In a similar approach to SVM, 
documents for classification are assigned a vector of feature values. This vector defines the 
document's position in a vector space relative to other documents. The user specifies the “k” 
number of training documents closest to the document under consideration. The user also 
decides on a weighting scheme based on the distance between neighbours. For example, if 
k=7, then the classes of the seven closest documents in the vector space are evaluated, and 
the most common class serves as the prediction for the test document. In weighted examples, 
the closest training documents influence the prediction more than a distant neighbour. KNN 
suffers computational and performance costs from high dimensionality of features and large 
training sets. Outliers can strongly affect predictions in unweighted models, especially when 
there is a considerable distance between training documents. 49 
 
Many other machine learning models are used in classification tasks, such as Artificial 
Neural Networks, K means clustering and hidden Markov models. When building my own 
document classifier I chose to use a Naïve Bayes model. There were two main reasons for 
this. One centred on the explainability of the model. Naïve Bayes classifiers are often one of 
the first classifiers tried in automation due to their simplicity and speed.50,51 Using statistics 
that depend on a contingency table comparison is common in medicine, such as calculating 
the relative risk to a patient or the positive predictive value of a test. This same data structure 
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Table 4 gives an example of document classification based on two features found in a 
training vocabulary. In this example, the training corpus has 1200 documents, with 200 
assigned to “Class A” and 1000 documents assigned to Class B. The token “infection” was 
found in 25 “Class A” documents and 75 “Class B” documents, whereas “mouse” was noted 
in only five “Class A” documents but 200 “Class B” documents. In this example, the 
presence of the word “infection” has a “Class A” probability of 25/200. This represents a 
12.5% likelihood of being found in a “Class A” document. The same token has a “Class B” 
probability of 75/1000 = 7.5%. Using likelihood ratios, we can express this comparatively 
and say that the presence of the word “infection” is 1.67 times more likely to be found in a 
“Class A” document than in a “Class B” document. Accordingly, the presence of the word 
“infection” increases the probability of “Document 1” being “Class A” from 16.7% to 27.8%. 
If “Document 1” also contained the token “mouse”, which has a “Class A” likelihood ratio of 
0.125, the “Class A" probability for “Document 1” would then reduce from 27.8% down to 
4%. 
 
The process of feature-derived conditional probabilities modifying the prior probability 
continues for each feature included in the model, concluding with calculating the document’s 
posterior probability for each class. This posterior probability is then used to predict a 
document class. The Bayes calculation in Table 5 below illustrates the classification process 
for a document where the only matching tokens between the document and training 
vocabulary are “infection” and “mouse”. The strong prior probability of “Class B” is further 
increased by including the conditional token probabilities. The posterior probability is firmly 
towards Class B with a 96% probability. 
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Primary development and testing of a custom Naïve Bayes document classifier 
Generating a full-text corpus 
Document classification is a well-established field in natural language processing, and many 
approaches can be employed for a given task. I used a binary classification model to enable 
A/B testing by looking for enrichment of clinical entities between two similar groups. Given 
my original aim of extracting quantitative traits from academic literature, the primary 
objective was to build a classifier to screen gene-based corpora for human cases of 
monogenic developmental disorders. I first needed to generate a corpus for processing to 
develop and test a classifier for this task. At the forefront of my consideration in this 
approach was to maximise generalisability and minimise bias in corpus generation. By 
avoiding disease terms, a corpus could be determined on a molecular rather than clinical 
basis, a “genetics first” reverse phenotyping approach. As such, I employed a PubMed search 
using a gene-centric query.  
 
There are over 20,000 genes in the human genome, so a subset was chosen using the SFARI 
gene database.57 This database was produced by the Simons Initiative for the Developing 
Brain group and is focused on genes associated with monogenic forms of autism spectrum 
disorder  (ASD). The database aims to prioritise genes for further research and interventions 
based on the quality of evidence linking each gene to cases of ASD. The genes selected were 
considered “high-confidence” genes in (SFARI) Gene database. The sixty-two highest 
ranking genes at the time of searching were included in the search. I performed a simple and 
scalable search of PubMed for all articles containing the gene symbol or the full name for 
each gene in the target list. The symbol and name for each gene were taken from the HGNC 
gene list, and the search term was limited to the record title or abstract:  
 
e.g. “SYNGAP1”[TIAB] OR “synaptic Ras GTPase activating protein 1”[TIAB]. 
 
This search approach yielded 56,512 articles for consideration—the median result count 
was167 articles per gene (mean 911.5, SD 2500). The publication count distribution was 
skewed by the significant burden of PTEN and BRAF searches with 13457 and 13472 
articles, respectively. Both genes have a high proportion of cancer focussed publications 
which sets them apart from the other developmental disorder genes in the target list. Random 
selection from each gene’s article list was then performed to define a representative set for 
manual classification. Based on the total number of articles for each gene search, a median 
coverage of 71.5% (mean 60.6%) was achieved with manual classification.  
 
To evaluate the performance of a generalisable document classifier, it was critical to ensure a 
fair representation of the genes within the corpus. Entirely random sampling would result in 
PTEN and BRAF dominating the training set. To correct the skewed number of search results, 
a subset of articles was considered from each gene search results set. The target corpus was 
constructed from up to 300 randomly selected PMIDs from each gene search. Each PMID 
was tagged with the corresponding gene name and aggregated into a single collection of 
PMIDs for retrieval. This process ensured that deduplication was performed before full-text 
retrieval. 
 
Article retrieval was performed using the Cadmus retrieval programme outlined in Chapter 1, 
generating a collection of article metadata and full texts for analysis.  
There were 8443 PMIDs identified for retrieval from the search strategy. The full text was 
retrieved for 7510 (88.9% of the target). Title and Abstracts were available for 8435 articles 
(99.9%). The full text, title, and abstract were available for 7504 articles (88.9%). 
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entities, detected by the large scispaCy language model. This represents the least restricted 
feature vector of each text. These sci-spaCy entities were then filtered to include only those 
entities closely matching concepts found in the Universal Medical Language System (UMLS) 
Metathesaurus. This entity list represents those found in a large but specific medical 
vocabulary. The strictest filtering looked for matching concepts within the Human Phenotype 
Ontology (HPO). HPO entities represent those most closely matching specific phenotype 
terms, the target for inclusion and the most limited vocabulary. To be permitted by the entity 
filtering step, the entity required a 95% similarity score (based on trigram analysis) between 
the entity and the UMLS/HPO concept text. In the case of multiple matches, only the highest 
similarity scoring concept was carried forward.  
 
The content of the abstract and full-text articles was compared to explore the substrate upon 
which the model would be trained. In Chapter One, the analysis of full text versus abstract 
text showed that more text would result in a larger number of entities. This is true for both the 
absolute number and the number of unique terms. I explored the distribution of entities for 
each entity group to illustrate the severity of each filter. The number of entities for each 
filtered entity group is shown in Figure 8; the analysis is split by included and excluded 
manual classification. The full text consistently provides one order of magnitude more 
entities for evaluation compared to the abstract text. This is in keeping with the text analysis 
generated from a similar, larger corpus comparing the two text sources in Chapter One. There 
is an increase in entity count in the excluded versus included full-text article for UMLS and 
sci-spaCy entities but not the HPO entities. This reflects the increased word count found in 
“excluded” basic science articles (median = 5036.0) over clinical focussed articles (median = 
3468.5). Despite this high word count, it is reassuring to note that the entity frequency is 
reversed in the HPO plot showing a mean entity count of almost double for the included set 
compared to the excluded set (106.3 vs 58.2 respectively, p-values = 1.8x10-129).  
 

 
Figure 8: Box plot comparing sci-spaCy  UMLS and HPO entity counts for the included and excluded subsets of 
the abstract and full-text corpora 

Reducing Model Dimensionality for Human Interpretation 
To increase transparency, I sought to reduce the number of features considered by the 
classifier. This was attempted in two ways. Firstly, named entities were extracted from the 
raw text. Secondly, the most discriminative terms from each document class were identified 
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threshold value. The precision and recall curves in 

 
Figure 11 have been averaged across all cross-validation cycles. The optimum threshold 
value was calculated based on the maximum F1 score during this process. 
 
Full-text analysis of UMLS Entities achieved the highest precision and recall area under the 
curve (PR-AUC) of 0.84. The second best-performing classifier based on PR-AUC scores 
was trained on the abstract text using unfiltered spacy entities (AUC:0.826). The classifier 
trained on HPO Entities performed the worst when trained on abstract text. The poor HPO 
entity performance likely reflects the small number of entities found in each document. When 
the HPO entities from the full text were used, there was a 10-fold increase in the number of 
entities per article (increasing from a mean of 5.3 to 63.4). Using the full-text HPO entities, 
the classifier achieved an AUC of 0.812, which is 97% of the performance achieved by the 
best classifier. Excluding the abstract HPO model, the PR curves are strikingly similar when 
the recall is greater than 80%. Discrimination between approaches is only possible with the 
higher precision achieved using the full-text UMLS and SpaCy entity Models. 
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Figure 11: Precision and recall Curves for each version of the Naive Bayes classifier. AUC: Area Under the 
Curve. 

 
To realistically illustrate the performance of the NB classifier utilising the UMLS full-text 
classifier, a confusion matrix using the mean cross-validation test scores shown is shown in 
the absolute count and proportional form in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12: Full-text UMLS trained classifier performance. Left: raw count confusion matrix representing the mean 
performance across 10-fold cross-validation. Right: Confusion matrix showing performance based on the 
proportions of correct and incorrect predictions for each manually defined class. 

To understand the space around the decision boundary created by the model, it is helpful to 
show the probability distributions for each article after model classification. Figure 13 plots 
the model-generated posterior probability for each document in the training set using the best 
performing, full text UMLS entity model. The classification for each article in this plot was 
taken when the article was out with the training set, during cross-validation. Figure 13 shows 
a strong polarising effect from classification (note the logarithmic scale on the y-axis). There 
are 7421 (88%) articles with a posterior probability below 0.1 or above 0.9. 
 

 
Figure 13: UMLS entity trained Naive Bayes Classifier performance. The classifier has been applied to the 
complete training corpus using 90% to train and testing 10% in each iteration. The Posterior probability of 
inclusion is shown on the X-axis  with the optimum decision boundary threshold found to be 0.99999. 

When considering extreme values, using posterior probability to represent the decision space 
is limited by a loss of resolution. There is a hint to this loss of resolution by the optimum 
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threshold for inclusion being 0.99999. This is the highest precision value tested before the 
value of 1. To better illustrate the discriminative performance of the classifier, it is helpful to 
show the natural logarithm of the odds for inclusion. During the Naïve Bayes calculation 
performed by our classifier, probabilities are converted to odds ratios, and the log odds are 
summed across the feature vector. This conversion is employed to avoid an inherent 
limitation of computer precision. When numbers are extremely small (as encountered by 
multiplying thousands of small probabilities), the output is quickly rounded to 0 because the 
computer precision is inadequate to represent such a small value. This phenomenon is called 
numeric underflow. The opposite effect is also true where huge numbers are represented as 
“infinity”, termed numeric overflow. When aggregating log odds, they are summed rather 
than multiplied. This addition calculation does not result in such very small numbers, so 
“underflow” is avoided. In keeping with my aim of understandability, the log odds of 
inclusion are converted back to a probability at the end of the classification, recognising that 
a probability between 1 and 0 is more conceptually simple than a log-odds of inclusion. The 
model prediction distributions represented as log odds are shown in Figure 14 offering a 
higher resolution view of the decision boundary (The threshold for inclusion is set at a log-
odds of 11.5, which is equivalent to a probability of 0.99999) 
 

 
Figure 14: UMLS entity trained Naive Bayes Classifier performance. The classifier has been applied to the 
complete training corpus using 90% to train and testing 10% in each iteration. The natural logarithm of the odds 
of inclusion offers a higher resolution of the decision boundary between the two classes. 
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Classifier performance tuning through dynamic training 
During my doctorate studies, the COVID-19 pandemic emerged with significant concerns 
about the manifestations and susceptibilities in different population groups. With previous 
training in paediatrics, I decided to apply the document retrieval, and classification system 
developed thus far, to create a dynamic corpus of paediatric COVID-19 papers for analysis. 
The aim in this instance was to create a contemporaneous publication hub for human 
exploration of automatically processed paediatric COVID-19 articles. By collating these 
publications and drawing in users from the paediatric clinical population, interactions could 
be exploited to refine the classification system. I proposed a mechanism for users to view 
automatically ranked documents and agree or disagree with this automated classification. The 
experiment presented here explores the effect of this kind of feedback on the performance of 
the custom Naïve Bayes classification algorithm developed in this chapter. 
 
Generating a COVID-19 Publication Corpus  
A corpus of COVID-19 publications was generated through a Cadmus retrieval script (see 
Chapter 1 for details). The following search query was used for identifying articles: 
 
 '("SARS-CoV2"[Title/Abstract] OR "SARS-CoV-2"[TIAB] OR "novel coronavirus" [TIAB] 
OR "COVID-19" [TIAB] OR "2019-nCoV"[TIAB] OR "2019 coronavirus" [TIAB]) AND 
English [LANG] AND 2019/11/01:3000/01/01 [Publication Date]' 
 
The COVID-19 search was performed in May 2021 and returned 20647 documents to 
retrieve. After retrieval, 2923 randomly selected articles were manually screened for 
inclusion based on the question: “Is this article likely to contain clinical information about the 
manifestations of COVID-19 in the paediatric population”. The definition of the paediatric 
population was from 1 month to 18 years old. A test set of 587 articles, making up 20% of the 
manually classified collection, was selected randomly, and used to measure classifier 
performance. The test set did not contribute to the classifier training.  The remaining 2336 
manually classified articles served as the baseline training set for a Naïve Bayes supervised 
machine learning classifier. 
 
Targeted Training-set Development 
From the target set of 20647 articles, 2923 were randomly selected for manual classification. 
An NB classifier was trained on 80% of these classified articles. To evaluate the effect of 
targeted training-set development, 11 sets of 1000 documents were drawn from the 17,724 
unclassified articles. The targeted classification was performed by applying the NB classifier 
to the first set of 1000 unseen articles. Articles with a posterior probability of 1 or those that 
fell in the highest decile of the set were then manually classified and added to the original 
training set. The NB classifier was then retrained with the increased training set, and the 
newly trained classifier was then applied to the second set of 1000 unseen articles. The 
process was repeated until eleven cycles of classify-retrain were completed. The same 
original test set was classified at each classifier retraining point, and the classifier's 
performance was measured, as shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15: Line graph showing the changes in precision  Recall  F1 score and Specificity with increasing size of 
randomly drawn training set (left of dashed red line) to the change because of targeted (high probability) article 
classifications on the right side of the dashed red line. 

 
During iterative targeted classification, the test set increased by 1333 articles (56.8% of the 
previous total). After eleven iterations of targeted classification development, the F1 score 
had increased by 37%, from 0.309 to 0.424. This was primarily driven by an increase in 
precision which had risen by over 50%, from 0.19 to 0.29. The recall had dropped by 5.5%, 
from 82.6% to 78.3%. Although this appears to be a significant drop, the absolute change was 
from 19 to 18 true positive articles in the test set, a sign of the class imbalance. To highlight 
the effects of randomly increasing the training set versus targeted training set expansion, 
Figure 15 shows the classifier's performance as the training set is increased in size by 
increments of 120 randomly selected articles before the targeted development. During the 
retraining process between iterations, the prior probabilities were preserved from the original, 
randomly drawn set to minimise the change in class representation from the targeted 
classification. There appears to be a disruption of the underlying trend in performance change 
with the introduction of targeted analysis. The recall score remains largely static despite the 
negative pressure of reclassifying high-probability articles. There are parallel changes in 
precision, and the F1 score clearly shows that the effect on the F1 score is almost solely due 
to changes in precision. 
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Figure 16: Test set classifier probability distributions by manual determined class. Left pane: distribution at 
baseline  a training set of 2345 randomly drawn articles. Right pane: Test set article distribution after training set 
included an additional 1333 high probability article classifications. 

Figure 16 shows the distributions of log odds of inclusion for the test set, split on manual 
classification. The effect of targeted analysis moves the whole distribution to the left, with 
the lowest ranked articles moving from log odds of approximately 0 to -10. The left shift 
appears significant for “included” articles; the highest ranked articles have decreased from a 
log-odds of 140 down to about 95. When observing the number of excluded articles on the 
left of the decision boundary (log odds equivalent to the posterior probability of 0.99999), 
there is an apparent increase after targeted analysis, especially noting the logarithmic scale on 
the y-axis. The difference in classification decisions at the baseline and after 11 iterations of 
targeted development are shown in the comparative confusion matrices in Figure 17. 
 

 
Figure 17: Comparison of classifier performance on the test set: Left: baseline performance with 2345 randomly 
drawn  manually classified articles. Right: classifier performance after ten iterative additional high probability 
manual classifications. 
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Discussion 
The primary objective of this classifier development was to produce an understandable, 
generalisable, and adequately performing machine learning model. Accountability is an 
important barrier to the adoption of machine learning. When a model’s decision is incorrect, 
the ability to interrogate that decision and understand the steps that lead to the decision 
allows developers to correct issues and have faith in future decisions. Limiting the 
dimensionality of a model will increase efficiency and reduce the probability of overfitting 
the model. Overfitting results in a model that performs well on a training set but shows a 
significant drop in performance when tested on an unseen set. By reducing the model's 
number of parameters (vocabulary size), it is possible to interpret each token and its weight 
within the model humanly.  
 
When processing articles in a training set, the analysis script I developed collates all the 
sentences containing each entity. This feature allowed manual exploration of the classifier 
features. Exploring the output from early iterations of the classifier highlighted the need to 
increase thresholds for ontology matching due to weak matches getting through. There were 
also occasions where recording the “trigger” and matched ontology terms proved very useful. 
In one example, a high-frequency entity was found to be “hypothyroidism”. This was 
surprising given that the corpus of COVID-19 and exploration of the associated sentences 
and triggers showed that the word “low” matched the UMLS concept of hypothyroidism. 
This was due to the 100% partial match with the “low thyroid hormone” synonym. 
Modifications were made to the script to exclude partial matching in this way. I feel this 
human-in-the-loop level of interrogation offers value over potentially better performing “out 
of the box” machine learning classifiers. For high-risk domains, such as healthcare, trust in 
decision-making is critical. Transparency and explainability are paramount in building 
confidence in a semi-automated system. This is especially true if you want to foster 
engagement and feedback from domain experts. 
 
Many machine learning libraries are ready to use, prewritten in Python libraries. Sci-Kit-
Learn has Naïve Bayes classifiers, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, K-Nearest 
Neighbour classification, and Neural Network algorithms ready for deployment in each 
task.58 Although using these pre-packaged models is very efficient for the turnaround of an 
experiment, they lack my desired option for human interpretation of the process, being used 
as black box processes. The underlying code in these libraries is open source, meaning it can 
be interrogated and understood. However, in my experience, it is tough to fully grasp a 
computer program without detailed comments, which is rare. 
 
I fully support the drive for “human in the loop” for machine learning, and there have been 
good examples of this in clinical genetics.59,60 This movement recognises the synergy of 
creative human oversight in machine learning processes to help with tasks that machines find 
difficult and, through better interpretability, promote the emergence of new insights by 
domain experts.  
I am satisfied with the rationale and explainability of the decisions made by the classification 
model. The performance is adequate in identifying 80-89% of the target articles and 
excluding 92-97% of the undesirable articles. It is in keeping with other studies of machine 
learning in document classification applied to long and clinical texts. 40,43,48,61,62  When 
evaluating the model performance, it is essential to recognise that the primary alternative to 
ML classifiers is a human classification which is far from perfect.  
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Performance measurements for machine learning models are tailored to the aims of the 
application. In classification problems, when there is a class imbalance and a small number of 
relevant papers, it is desirable to increase recall weighting. When the class balance is equal, 
precision or accuracy might be paramount. A harmonic mean between precision and recall, 
called the F1 score, is appropriate for most applications. Accuracy is also a standard 
performance metric used in machine learning, but this can be misleading when there is a 
significant class imbalance. The PR-AUC curves in Figure 11 show the variable performance 
of the model across the range of decision thresholds. Producing the PR-AUC curves also 
contributed to a model tuning step in the classifier training. Each point in the curve is 
calculated using an increment of the class probability threshold. A researcher can choose to 
set the class probability threshold at a value that maximises their chosen parameter. In my 
case, I decided the F1 score was the best measure and I chose the class probability threshold 
that offered the maximal F1 score across all cross-validation cycles.  Although this 
classification refinement is possible for a few probabilistic “out of the” box ML classifiers, it 
is not common and requires additional post hoc analysis.  
 
Upon implementing my approach, one issue that quickly came to light was the significant 
class imbalance across results from a gene-based search. The gene-based search strategy 
produced a set of articles ranging from 50 to over 15,000 results per gene. The bulk of 
retrieved articles were pure biological studies, which were not my target. I also wanted to 
exclude non-neurodevelopmental disorder publications, e.g. cancer and heart disease. The 
large volumes of basic science and animal studies outweighed human cases at approximately 
10:1. A similar class ratio was also present for paediatric versus adult papers in the COVID-
19 corpus. This class imbalance devalued accuracy as a performance metric and prompted 
my use of PR-AUC analysis over ROC curve. It is also important to note that in my aim to 
create a generalisable system of article retrieval and classification, it would be helpful to test 
the performance of this document classifier in corpora with different class proportions.  
 
A core theme of my research has been generalizability. This specific experiment is centred on 
human monogenic developmental disorders, but the underlying programs are not limited in 
this regard. Suppose a researcher wished to study large numbers of articles in the field of 
neurology or cardiology, for example. In that case, the same scripts could be implemented 
with a different original search string. Indeed, if a researcher wished to process their corpus 
using a default language model, the classifier would work using the unfiltered spaCy entities 
with the simple step of changing the name of the target column. Classifier performance 
would likely differ for each application, but metrics are provided to clarify this. Another 
common theme of the project was to look at the utility of full-text documents over the title 
and abstract versions of the text. With more text to extract information from, one would 
assume that full text would offer granularity and more specific classification. Whether this 
granularity adds clarity or noise is an essential consideration for document classification, 
especially given that traditional manual classification for systematic reviews is almost solely 
based on title and abstract analysis.  
 
My NB classifier only considers class probabilities generated from the tokens that are present 
in the test article. This approach represents a multinomial naïve Bayes classifier with Boolean 
values. Multinomial Bayes models have traditionally performed well in tasks such as spam 
filtering.63 Given the development of a restricted vector of features, found to be significantly 
enriched in either class, I think the task would also be suitable for a Bernoulli Bayes classifier 
model. To conform more closely to the Bernoulli Bayes approach, I would aim to incorporate 
the class probabilities for the absence as well as the presence of vocabulary tokens within the 
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document. This development would improve the mathematical rigour of the model, 
normalising the features contributing to a given decision. This modification would ensure that 
all features found to be discriminative from the training set analysis would contribute to the 
decision made by the model in every test document.  
 
Targeted training document inclusion appears to result in accelerated refinement of a 
supervised, machine learning Naïve Bayes classifier. The targeted analysis resulted in a 
significant increase in precision. The effect on precision is large but perhaps this due to the 
significant class imbalance within the corpus. The articles that were targeted were those with 
the highest probability of inclusion. Based on this selection, we can infer that the entities 
present within these documents have strong likelihood ratios for inclusion, moving an 
article’s class probability from a low prior probability of 5% (for inclusion) to near 100% at 
posterior probability calculation. Each time an article from this group is added to the included 
training set class, the effect on positive selection would be marginal. Adding one of these 
high probability articles to the excluded class of the training set would moderate the inclusion 
probabilities of any significant entities. Further, as token counts are added to exclusion-
enriched entities, these tokens may reach the significance threshold to be added to the feature 
vector of the model, improving detection of exclusion specific language.  
 
At the end of 11 cycles of targeted classification, it is still almost 2.5 times more likely that 
an article predicted to be “included” is a false positive rather than true positive. This false 
positive rate is too high for answering clinical queries with a fully automated approach. The 
thematic content of the target article is relatively narrow, and these articles make up 
approximately 5% of the total corpus. Likely, a training set generated from a random 
sampling of 10% of the corpus is inadequately to cover the breadth of content in the articles 
for the exclusion class. By sampling from high probability articles, the size of the model 
feature vector (significant vocabulary) was found to increase from 112 entities to 178 entities 
(59% increase). Considering the growth in the size of the “significant” entity vocabulary 
could serve as a good measure of optimal stopping for training set development. One would 
expect a logarithmic curve for vocabulary growth with a plateau effect noted once you have 
achieved adequate theme coverage. By monitoring the vocabulary size with increasing 
training set size, one could determine when to stop adding new articles to the set or change 
from random draw to targeted choice for manual classification.  
 
By creating a classifier for identifying papers relating to descriptions of human monogenic 
developmental disorders, it would be possible to filter out non-human publications and enrich 
the corpora for our target articles. By maintaining a generic approach to classification, once 
the classifier was built and performing adequately, this approach could be applied at scale to 
the published literature, generating thousands of monogenic developmental disorder corpora 
for processing. Once the phenotype enriched, gene-based corpora were assembled, these 
could act as the substrate for NLP and text mining experiments. One such experiment would 
be to extract quantitative traits such as height, weight and occipitofrontal circumference to 
create gene-based human growth models for clinical use. With enough data, literature based, 
gene-specific growth curves could be generated and compared to a gold standard. These 
gene-specific, growth parameters could be used to monitor growth in affected individuals and 
would serve to highlight significant deviation from population growth trajectories. Specific 
growth deviations could also be used as a diagnostic factor for a given monogenic disorder, 
e.g. the use of macrocephaly in the diagnostic classification of PTEN-associated conditions 
like Cowden syndrome or tall stature in the case of NSD1-associated Sotos Syndrome. 
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With the engagement of the clinical and research community, a balanced approach between 
random and targeted sampling for classified development would be optimal. The target 
sensitivity of the classifier could be arbitrarily set in advance and random sampling 
performed until the threshold is met. Performance could be further refined with targeted 
classifications around the decision boundary to improve precision, reducing false positive 
inclusion in the target class of articles. In the practical application, a balance is required 
between adherence to a theoretical framework and maximising the performance of an NLP 
pipeline as efficiently as possible. Development of a classifier was not considered the end 
point of my project. Classifier development was designed to be a measurable part of a clinical 
pipeline for exploration of processed biomedical corpora and to create dichotomies within a 
larger corpus to try and answer a specific clinical question. Automated analysis is essential in 
circumstances such as those of the COVID-19 global pandemic. Keeping abreast of rare but 
significant case reports and cohort studies highlighting subtle emerging clinical sequelae 
from COVID-19 is a matter of stamina and careful consideration. By automating the analysis 
of articles as they are published, and considering a question of critical clinical concern, NLP 
can be put to work removing much of the burden facing clinicians. Emerging disease entities 
can be detected and flagged for clinicians to consider during the assessment of patients on the 
wards and emergency departments.  
 
Using interactive dashboards allows a collaborative approach to document classification or 
annotation tasks. Individuals from the scientific community can contribute to a project in 
small batches, classifying documents or highlighting target entities within a text block. 
Careful protocol generation and expert audit of a citizen classified training corpus will ensure 
confidence in the training set, and simple heuristics can promote robust classification. For 
example, identical class labels from a minimum of three community members might be 
required to classify an article formally. 
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Chapter 3: Semi-Automated Clinical Insight Generation from 
Published Literature 
 
Background 
Literature Based Discovery 
Literature Based Discovery (LBD) is a field of research attempting to exploit relationships 
between words found in extensive text collections to make novel discoveries. The continued 
development of LBD techniques and the growth in biomedical literature offer excellent 
opportunities to employ this type of system.64–67 Swanson highlighted the potential for LBD 
applications in a review published in 1990. 64 Disparate publications in Raynaud disease and 
fish oils were linked through intermediate publications to suggest a new treatment for the 
condition, with measurable effectiveness in subsequent trials.68 More recently, similar 
connects have been made for cataracts and Parkinson's disease.69,70  
Most LDB systems are based upon Swanson’s ABC co-occurrence models. A, B, and C 
represent three distinct entities. In LBD systems, the intervening concept B links concepts A 
and C. In this manner, new relational insights and hypotheses can be generated by finding 
linking concepts between two distinct publication collections. The classic output in LBD is 
an explicit set of logical relationships such as “A implies B; B implies C; therefore, A implies 
C”. This approach has been heavily applied in drug discovery, where novel relationships are 
prized.71,72 LBD systems can be described as “open” or “closed”. In open systems, the user 
provides an input term and a corpus of documents. The system outputs a list of candidate 
terms related to the input term through an intermediate set. In “closed” systems, the user 
specifies the input and target terms, and the system then provides candidate linking terms.  
 
LBD often uses UMLS concepts as the experimental substrate. Relationships are defined by 
the co-occurrence of UMLS concepts in a document or by semantic relationships using part 
of speech tagging, e.g. the noun-adjective relationship between two concepts.  Deciding on 
the documents and their processing is a critical consideration in LBD. Relationships may be 
found in titles, abstracts, MeSH headings, and full-text documents. Recognising a 
relationship could require that concepts are immediately related as a bigram or occur within 
the same sentence, window of text, or anywhere within the same document. There are trade-
offs in these decisions as measured by precision and recall for relationships, mirroring those 
seen in document classifier development.65 
 
I chose to employ a modified “closed” system approach to creating LBD for Paediatric 
COVID-19. Corpora were generated for paediatric COVID-19, adult COVID-19, and non-
COVID-19 Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) cases. Rather than focus on novel insights 
through intermediate publications, high confidence relationships were sought in the 
enrichment and depletion of clinical terms between corpora. Conceptually, the aim was to 
produce literature-based, comparative cohort studies that could be performed at single and 
sequential time points. 
 
Interactive data dashboards for large datasets have been developed for text corpora 
exploration. Microsoft AI released the JFK files, combining image data with AI-interpreted 
handwritten and plain text documents.73 This programme allows individuals to search and 
summarise 37,000 unstructured documents from an FBI data-dump that would typically take 
months of human study to analyse. Dashboards have also been developed to explore and 
analyse gene expression data.74 Users are provided with visualisations of transcription, 
translation and protein folding analysis, grouped by cellular systems, for a high-level 
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overview of each system’s response to a given stimulus. The COVID-19 pandemic resulted 
in one of the most significant data production phenomena ever witnessed. Within four 
months of the onset of the pandemic, there had been over 20,000 scientific publications on 
the subject. Academics recognised the need to automate the processing of an unprecedented 
data stream.75,76 Efforts were channelled by collating a vast Coronavirus and COVID-19 
publication corpus and interactive dashboards for tracking infections, deaths, and drug trials. 
77–80 These dashboards facilitate exploration and manipulation of massive datasets and keep 
with my aim of interpretable, accountable NLP analysis bolstering human enquiry.  
 
The decision to use preprint publications for literature-based cohort studies was challenging. 
Pre-print servers have been a prominent source of data throughout the pandemic.81,82 Servers 
such as bioRxiv and medRxiv quickly disseminated vast numbers of preprint manuscripts for 
consumption. In the first ten months of pandemic publishing, there were more than 125,000 
publications about COVID-19, and 30,000 of these were hosted on preprint servers. These 
COVID-19 articles were generally shorter than peer-reviewed articles but were more 
frequently accessed, shared, and cited than non-COVID-19 preprints.81 However, concerns 
have been raised about the data quality in these preprints and the high retraction rate 
compared to peer-reviewed publications.83,84 Research for clinical insights from published 
literature requires high-quality evidence. Therefore I resolved only to use publications from 
peer-reviewed journals in my analysis. 
 
I had been a paediatrics trainee before entering the clinical genetics field. During the early 
stages of the pandemic, the was great apprehension about the potential risks to children and 
the need to identify high-risk groups or clinical signs predictive of severe disease. 
Thankfully, most COVID-19 infections in children are mild.85–87 There did, however, emerge 
a late-onset complication from paediatric COVID-19. At first, this condition was described as 
a form of Kawasaki disease. It was subsequently recognised as a distinct clinical entity and 
named Multi-System Inflammatory Syndrome in Children (MIS-C) or Paediatric 
inflammatory, multisystem syndrome temporally associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection 
(PIMS-TS).88,89 This condition carries a serious morbidity risk and a mortality rate of 1 in 
500. Treatments, such as intravenous immunoglobulins, aspirin, Anakinra, biologic agents, 
and steroids, have emerged and are under formal investigation. Thus, identifying children 
inherently at risk, and biomarkers predictive of severe disease is highly desirable. MIS-C 
cases are, thankfully, rare, with an incidence of approximately 5 per 100,000 children. This 
rarity makes collecting large case series difficult. Investigations and reporting of results are 
inconsistent. Thus, generating a meta-analysis of multiple case reports is challenging.  
 
Ontologies 
Separating noise from the signal can be difficult when working with extensive text data. I 
have discussed text normalisation methods such as removal of stop-words, lemmatisation and 
stemming. This approach to noise reduction could be wasteful, given the specificity of 
biomedical language. Further, if a case report mentions ischaemic heart disease in one patient 
and coronary artery disease in another, the traditional NLP approach would likely count this 
as two separate entities. Structured biomedical vocabularies such as the Unified Medical 
Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus provide a resource of medical terminology, 
classifications, and encodings. This highly structured resource makes it possible to 
computationally relate specific terms as synonyms or related clinical entities. The full 
Metathesaurus has almost 12 million individual terms. The sheer scale of the UMLS 
facilitates its role in linking disease and phenotype databases. Ontologies are hierarchical 
structures of knowledge, connecting terminology in a logical fashion. 
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ORPHA:2134 
• Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome 

 
• Clinical signs and symptoms 

o Very frequent 
§ Abnormal lactate dehydrogenase activity HP:0045040 
§ Abnormality of blood and blood-forming tissues HP:0001871 
§ Abnormality of metabolism/homeostasis HP:0001939 
§ Acute kidney injury HP:0001919 
§ Hematuria HP:0000790 
§ Microangiopathic hemolytic anemia HP:0001937 
§ Proteinuria HP:0000093 
§ Thrombocytopenia HP:0001873 

o Frequent 
§ Abnormality of complement system HP:0005339 
§ Complement deficiency HP:0004431 
§ Decreased level of thrombomodulin HP:0040229 
§ Decreased serum complement factor B HP:0005416 
§ Decreased serum complement factor I HP:0005356 

 
The ORPHA code does not have an HPO equivalent; thus, the intermediate link is a UMLS 
CUI to reverse the flow of information from HPO to disease. UMLS CUIs work well for my 
NLP pipeline, given that sci-spaCy detects UMLS concepts and their CUIs as a built in 
function. Using these resources together harnesses the extensiveness of the UMLS for 
concept detection, the precision of the HPO terminology for clinical language and the 
cohesion of the ORDD to convert groups of HPO terms into disease concepts. 
 
COVID-19 Literature-based Cohort Generation 
Aims: Create an automated Paediatric COVID-19 case report retrieval system capable of 
classifying reports into severe and non-severe classes.  
 
Three Corpora were generated as part of the experiment. 
Firstly a Paediatric COVID-19 case report corpus was retrieved based using the search query: 
 
“(COVID-19[Title] OR Sars-CoV-2[Title] OR Coronavirus[Title] OR "severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Title]) AND (child[TIAB] OR children[TIAB] OR 
pediatric*[TIAB] OR paediatric*[TIAB] OR adolescen*[TIAB] OR infan*[TIAB] )) 
AND (cohort[Title] OR retrospective[Title] OR prospective[Title] OR "case series"[Title] 
OR "Multicenter Study"[PT] OR "Observational Study"[PT] OR "Comparative Study"[PT] 
OR "Case Reports"[PT]) NOT (pregnan*[Title] OR breast[Title] or milk[Title] OR 
postpartum[Title] or adult[Title]) AND (English[LANG]) AND 
(2019/11/01:3000/01/01[Publication Date])” 
 
NB: Use of square brackets following a search term will limit the search to specified fields. 
TIAB = Title and abstract, PT = Publication type, LANG = language, * = wildcard suffix 
This search strategy deliberately excluded neonatology reports due to distinct clinical 
considerations and the difficulty separating maternal data from infant data in these articles.  
 
A corpus of Paediatric Intensive Care cases was generated using the search string: 
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("intensive care"[TIAB] or "critical care"[TIAB]) AND (child* [TIAB] OR pediatric* [TIAB] 
OR paediatric* [TIAB])) AND (Cohort [Title] OR retrospective [Title] OR Prospective 
[Title] OR "Case Series" [Title]) 
 
A corpus of adult COVID-19 case reports was generated using the search string: 
“(COVID-19[Title] OR Sars-CoV-2[Title] OR Coronavirus[Title] OR "severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2"[Title]) AND (cohort[Title] OR retrospective[Title] OR 
prospective[Title] OR "case series"[Title] OR "Multicenter Study"[PT] OR "Observational 
Study"[PT] OR "Comparative Study"[PT] OR "Case Reports"[PT]) NOT (pregnan*[Title] 
OR breast[Title] or milk[Title] OR postpartum[Title]or child[TIAB] OR children[TIAB] OR 
pediatric*[TIAB] OR paediatric*[TIAB] OR adolescen*[TIAB] OR infan*[TIAB]) AND 
(English[LANG]) AND (2019/11/01:3000/01/01[Publication Date])” 
 
All search and retrieval steps were performed using Cadmus, as outlined in Chapter 1. 
Automated document retrieval was successfully set on a weekly recurring schedule for the 
paediatric COVID-19 case reports.  
 
Corpora Processing 
After retrieval, each full-text corpus was processed through a custom sci-spaCy NLP 
pipeline. This pipeline used Cadmus-parsed full text as the input. Sci-spaCy entities were 
extracted and matched to UMLS CUIs for each document in the corpus. Each time a UMLS 
CUI was detected, the associated sentence was stored in a bank of sentences for each concept. 
Each concept match had the sentiment analysed (how positive or negative the words in the 
sentence were) and the subjectivity of that sentence as measured by the spaCytextblob 
extension.91,92 Negation detection was also performed using the negspaCy extension, which is 
based upon the NegEx algorithm.93,94  
 
Severe and Non-Severe Article Classification 
The binary Naïve Bayes classifier documented in Chapter 2 was applied to discriminate 
severe from non-severe cases of paediatric COVID-19. I undertook manual binary 
classification of 977 articles to create a training set for the NB classifier. There were 550 
severe case articles and 427 non-severe articles, reflecting a class ratio of 1.29:1 in the 
training set. A severe case was defined as an infection resulting in death, admission to the 
Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU), surgical intervention, end organ damage, or explicit 
clinical description of severe infection compared to most cases. Paediatric COVID-19 cases 
were defined as confirmed Sars-CoV2 infection or cases with a primary differential diagnosis 
of infection with SarsCoV2, affecting a person aged one month to 18 years old. The 
document would be classified as severe if it included a case series with a mix of severe and 
mild cases.  
 
The classifier was trained using the manually classified vectors of UMLS-matched entities, 
proven to be most effective in chapter two. Ten-fold cross-validation was performed to 
estimate classifier performance, the results of which are shown in Table 8. A confusion 
matrix representation of classifier performance is also shown in Figure 19 
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Figure 20: A selection of UMLS concepts enriched in either the non-severe (left) or severe (right) class of articles. 
The log-likelihood ratio is plotted with 95% confidence intervals. The red centre line represents the equivalence of 
likelihood between classes. 
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Clinical Concept Shortlisting by Comparative Corpus Analysis 
After processing the corpora and identifying the severe case articles, I performed three 
enrichment calculations. Each enrichment calculation employed a Fisher’s exact test, with 
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. Firstly I compared term enrichment between the 
severe and non-severe paediatric case reports. This calculation identified 1182 UMLS 
concepts that were enriched in either class. The enrichment of this subset of UMLS concepts 
was then calculated for the PICU and Adult COVID-19 articles compared to the severe 
article set. This comparison aimed to determine clinical terms specific to COVID-19 in 
children. These clinical descriptions should be less common in other causes of severe illness 
in children. 
The most highly ranked UMLS concepts based on term enrichment over each control corpus 
are shown in Figure 21. Using the PICU and Adult COVID-19 control corpora, it is possible 
to describe concepts in a multidimensional space. “Oliguria” has a Severe: Non-Severe 
likelihood ratio of 34.6 but a Severe: PICU ratio of 0.85. “Strawberries” (triggered by 
“strawberry tongue”) have a Severe: Non-Severe ratio of 49.6 and a Severe: PICU ratio of 
24.7. Thus, we could infer that “Strawberry tongue” is a specific and significant marker in 
severe paediatric COVID-19, whereas “Oliguria” is a marker of severe illness in paediatrics 
but not very specific for COVID-19.   
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Figure 21: UMLS term enrichment scatterplot showing the log-likelihood ratios for the enrichment of terms from the severe corpus versus mild corpus (x-axis) and PICU or 
Adult COVID-19 Corpora (y-axis).
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To test the clinical application of this literature-based comparative cohort study, I sought to 
compare this pipeline output against the output of a traditional review article. Samprathi et al. 
performed a literature review and summary of biomarkers in paediatric COVID-19, offering 
insight into markers for severe cases based on the available literature. This review was the 
benchmark against which to evaluate the output from the semi-automated analysis herein. 
 
Creating Concept Summaries for Human Interpretation. 
Deriving clinical insights from corpora comparison based purely on statistical calculation is 
unlikely to inspire confidence from end users. Rather than simply presenting the concept of 
enrichment between the two groups, I also sought to create a summary for human 
exploration. To do this, I presented an array of features for each UMLS concept that reached 
the significance threshold. A 3-dimensional plot was generated showing the position of the 
chosen concept relative to the other significant concepts. The three axes in this plot show the 
enrichment of severe paediatric COVID-19 concepts against the three control corpora; non-
severe paediatric COVID-19 case reports, non-COVID-19 Paediatric Intensive Care Unit 
case reports and Adult COVID-19 case reports. Averaged scores for negation, subjectivity 
and polarity were also presented. 
 
Using the occurrence of a concept as a measure of enrichment could be misleading due to the 
failure to identify associated adjectives and adverbs such as “elevated”, “normal”, “negative”, 
or “positive”. To detect these associations, I counted the twenty most common co-occurring 
unigrams for each concept’s bank of sentences. This co-occurrence count was performed 
separately on the severe and non-severe classes to show the distinction between these 
sentence groups. 
 
Prioritising Sentences for review 
Some enriched concepts had tens of thousands of sentences to consider. Thus it was critical 
to filter and prioritise sentences for review. An established metric called term frequency-
inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is used to identify high-value terms. TF-IDF 
calculations will down-weight common terms and up-weight unusual terms across the corpus.  
A list of terms can be converted to a vector of TF-IDF values that can be aggregated to show 
the overall value of a sentence compared to others in the corpus. The formula for TF-IDF is 
shown below. 
 
 
𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚	𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑡, 𝑑) 	

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠	𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚	"𝑡"	𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠	𝑖𝑛	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	"𝑑"
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠	𝑖𝑛	𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	"𝑑"  

 

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒	𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡	𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑡) log	
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠	𝑖𝑛	𝑡ℎ𝑒	𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑠

1 + 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟	𝑜𝑓	𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠	𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔	𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚	"𝑡" 

 
𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹 	𝑇𝐹 ∗ 𝐼𝐷𝐹 
  
Each bank of sentences was ranked by TF-IDF score and the ten highest ranking sentences 
were presented for review of that concept.  
 
I also wanted to identify common themes in each concept's bank of sentences. These 
consistently themed sentences might be simple, such as “The White cell count was normal”, 
which a TF-IDF score might overlook. K-means clustering is an unsupervised algorithm to 
group data points in multidimensional space. Sentences were converted to vectors based on 
counts for a vocabulary of UMLS entities. Clustering is performed by grouping data points 
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around “centroid” data points in the vector space. The centroids are chosen based on the 
number of clusters specified, to minimise the distance from the centroid to all data points in 
that cluster. I applied SciKitLearn’s K-means clustering algorithm to each concept’s bank of 
sentences to create 8 clusters of sentences.95,96 After sentence clustering, if a cluster contained 
more than 20 sentences, those closest to the centroid were chosen for presentation. Below, I 
present the summaries generated for the UMLS concepts “Ferritin” and “Hematuria” to 
illustrate this resource. Any spelling mistakes and formatting irregularities are presented in an 
unedited format. 
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Co-Occurring Unigrams 
 
Severe Sentences 
{Elevated:342, D-dimer:329, CRP:327, Protein:308, mgdl:251, c-reactive:246, Levels:232, 
Laboratory:229, Normal:219, Procalcitonin:23} 
 
Non-severe Sentences 
{Mgdl:9, Level:9, Levels:8, Laboratory:7, Count:6, Blood:6, CRP:5, C-reactive:5, Protein:5, 10l:5} 
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TFIDF Weighted Sentences 
 
“MIS-C has to be suspected in children (0-19 years) with persistent fever (> for >24-72 hours), any organ 
dysfunction (mucocutaneous inflammation, shock, cardiac involvement, acute gastrointestinal symptoms, 
coagulopathy), laboratory evidence of inflammation (high CRP, procalcitonin, ESR, fibrinogen, D-dimer, 
ferritin), and link to SARS-CoV2 (positive serology, antigen test, PCR, or likely COVID-19 contact) (Radia 
, 2020).” 
“Among children with and without PCR-positivity, ferritin was abnormal in 10 and 6, D-dimer in 9 and 7, 
NT-ProBNP in 3 and 2, Troponin-T in 5 and 4, Procalcitonin in 3 and 6, and C-reactive protein in 5 each, 
respectively.”  
“In addition, serum CRP, ferritin, BNP, and d-dimer levels continued to increase.”  
“Neutrophil count ( vs x 109/L), lymphocyte count ( vs x 109/L), alanine aminotransferase ( vs U/L), 
aspartate aminotransferase ( vs U/L), CRP ( vs mg/L), D-dimer ( vs mg/L), and ferritin ( vs ng/ml) were 
higher in the COVID-19 moderate severity patient group.”  
“Because MIS-C was included in the multivariable analysis, single parameters necessary for defining this 
syndrome (i.e., elevated leukocyte, C-reactive protein, or ferritin levels) were not included to avoid 
biases.” 
“Erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein were the main acute phase reactants assayed in 
this population as these markers are more readily accessible and affordable compared to other 
inflammatory markers such as ferritin, LDH and D-dimers.”  
“COVID-19 and Fetal Death mainly by an increase in interleukins, ferritin, and D-dimer, the latter at an 
exceptionally very high level.” 
 
K-Means Clustering Sentences 
Each sentence has a number prefix – {1:Severe Corpus, 0:Non-Severe Corpus} 
 
Cluster 1 
1: “His baseline investigations were: hemoglobin g/dL, total leukocyte count (TLC) 21,260/mm (N-79/L-
14), platelet lakhs, calcium mg/dL, phosphorus mg/dL, vitamin D < 4 ng/mL, parathyroid hormone (PTH) 
246 pg/mL, elevated procalcitonin ( ng/mL), interleukin (IL) 6 (57 pg/mL), ferritin (536 ng/mL) and 
normal hs C-reactive protein ( mg/dL).” 
0: “He did not present metabolic comorbidities and markers (no hypertension, negative CRP ( mg/dl), 
HdlC (25 mg/dl), LdlC (52 mg/dl), triglycerides (131 mg/dl), normal ALT (14 U/L), AST (18U/L), gGT (7 
u/L) and ferritin (119 ng/ml) levels, no liver steatosis).” 
1: “D-dimer was high (1,496 ng/mL), fibrinogen was high normal (480 mg/dL), CRP was high (32 mg/dL), 
but procalcitonin (6 ng/mL) and ferritin (186 ng/mL) were normal.”  
1: “Investigations revealed anemia, leucocytosis with neutrophilia and lymphopenia, normal platelets, 
deranged kidney and liver functions, hypoalbuminemia, positive C-reactive protein (CRP) and elevated 
lactate dehydrogenase (443 U/L), total creatine phosphokinase (> 1600 IU/L), pro-B-type-natriuretic 
peptide (24,838 pg/ml), interleukin-6 ( pg/ml), procalcitonin ( ng/ml), D-dimer (2573 ng/ml), ferritin ( 
ng/ml) and triglycerides (357 mg/dl).” 
1: “Initial abnormal laboratory results included BUN 38 mg/dl, creatinine mg/dl, CRP 246 mg/l, ferritin 
1657 ng/ml, LDH 236 U/L, procalcitonin ng/ml, D-dimer, venous lactate mg/dl, and WBC count 21 
700/U/L with 71% bands (Table 1 ).”  
 
Cluster 2 
1: “Macrophages secrete intracellular ferritin into circulation during inflammation.”  
1: “Our patient's ferritin peaked at 1116 ng/mL on POD#7.” 
1: “Ferritin is a shell protein that sequesters iron in its core.”  
1: “The ferritin increased to 34,832 ng/ml and sIL‐2R was elevated at 4310 U/ml.”  
1: “Upon dexamethasone escalation, she experienced a rapid clinical response with resolution of fevers 
and improved ferritin.” 
0: “Ferritin in the adult patients were higher than the children but most of them were normal.” 
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Co-Occurrence Unigrams 
 
Severe Sentences 
 {proteinuria: 50, patients: 27, covid-19: 23, renal: 21, blood: 20, kidney: 19, creatinine: 18, acute: 18, 
involvement: 15, haematuria: 13, serum: 12, findings: 11, –: 11, iga: 10, injury: 10, mg: 10, abdominal: 9, 
pain: 9, patient: 9}  
 
Non-Severe Sentences 
{proteinuria: 2, episodes: 2, graveluria: 2, rhabdomyolysis: 2, common: 2, two: 1, patients: 1, none: 1, 
follow-up: 1, renal: 1, colic: 1, although: 1, often: 1, caused: 1, direct: 1, trauma: 1, crush: 1, injuries: 1, 
thromboemboli: 1} 
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TFIDF Weighted Sentences 
 
“Hypertension, proteinuria and hematuria resolved after 3 weeks.” 
“Kidney function tests were unremarkable, and the child has not experienced oliguria or hematuria.  
The Japan Society of School Health recommends that doctors follow up patients with asymptomatic 
hematuria once or twice per year. “ 
“According to the 2020 Japanese Society for Pediatric Nephrology guidelines for pediatric IgA 
nephropathy , renal biopsy should be considered when the patient has proteinuria and hematuria 
persisting for 6 months or recurrent gross hematuria.” 
“Nasopharyngeal samples repeated on day 21 were all negative. Hematuria and renal injury have been 
commonly described in viral respiratory infections including influenza A and B, adenovirus and other 
pathogens.” 
“While both IgA nephropathy and IgAV can cause hematuria, IgAV clinically differs from IgA 
nephropathy in that the pathology includes extra-renal involvement of skin (purpuric rash), joints 
(arthralgias), and gut (abdominal pain, melena).24 IgAV is indicated by strong IgA deposition in the 
absence of other antibody deposition.” 
“Hematuria was not found.” 
“Raised blood urea and creatinine, increased liver transaminases, proteinuria, hematuria, and marked 
acidosis in the arterial blood gas (ABG) were also noted, but creatine phosphokinase (CPK), lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH), and electrolytes were in normal values.  
In nine patients, acute kidney injury presenting as oliguria with proteinuria and /or haematuria (32·1%).” 
 
K-Means Clustering Sentences 
Each sentence has a number prefix – {1:Severe Corpus, 0:non-severe Corpus} 
 
Cluster 1 
0: “Hematuria was not found.”  
1: “None had macroalbuminuria or haematuria”  
1:”Oliguria and haematuria were seen in 32·1% and 28·6% respectively, dysuria in 17·9%, periorbital 
oedema in 60·7%, and ascites in 39·2%.”  
1: “Review of systems was positive for dysuria and hematuria.”  
0: “A 13-month-old male child, presented with recurrent episodes of orange colored graveluria and 
hematuria since the age of nine months.”  
0: “On follow-up, he had no further episodes of renal colic, graveluria or hematuria.”  
1: “She was noted to have proteinuria (520 mg/24 hrs) but no haematuria or active urinary sediments.”  
1: “Kidney function tests were unremarkable, and the child has not experienced oliguria or hematuria.”  
 
Cluster 2 
1: “He had no proteinuria or hematuria on urinalysis.”  
1: “Hypertension, proteinuria and hematuria resolved after 3 weeks.”  
1: “There was 4 + proteinuria plus hematuria and pyuria.”  
1: “Given the persistence of the urinary syndrome (proteinuria, hematuria), a kidney biopsy was 
performed, which showed signs of IgAN.” 
1: “Urinalysis revealed proteinuria (protein/creatinine ratio: g/gCr) but no hematuria.”  
1:”Our patient also had massive proteinuria and hematuria and pyuria.”  
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Figure 22: Scatter plot of manually chosen biomarkers showing the enrichment profile of those chosen relative to 
the rest of the UMLS concept biomarkers. PICU: Paediatric Intensive Care Unit. NT-proBNP: N-terminal pro b-
type natriuretic peptide. 
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Time Series Analysis 
Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, there were high levels of clinical uncertainty about what 
sequelae of infection in the paediatric population might be. However, there was an 
extraordinary rate of academic publication which contained information and experience that 
could be retrieved and analysed in an automated fashion. I aimed to recreate and explore the 
trends in disease prevalence in the literature for the duration of the pandemic. As a proof of 
principle in this approach, I set out to detect the rising awareness of multi-system 
inflammatory syndrome in children (MIS-C). This is a condition phenotypically similar to 
Kawasaki disease, manifesting as a severe, late complication of paediatric COVID-19. Rather 
than look for disease entities directly, I sought to infer disease from the descriptive clinical 
language used in the publications. Tools such as Exomiser and PhenIX rank genetic variants 
based on shared human phenotype ontology (HPO) terms between patients and genotype-
phenotype databases.90 Following the same principle, I aimed to use phenotype terms to rank 
diseases from the Orphanet Rare Diseases Database100 and their corresponding HPO term 
associations.  
 
Continuing the comparative cohort approach to the analysis used in biomarker detection, I 
used the “Severe” and “Non-Severe/Mild” Paediatric COVID-19 corpora as the substrate for 
this experiment. Articles without a publication date and articles with no UMLS concepts 
detected were excluded (57/2533 articles). HPO terms were extracted from the text using the 
sci-spacy pipeline matching UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers (CUIs) to entries in the HPO. 
Using this approach, each document in the corpora was simplified to a list of HPOs for 
disease inference. Articles were chronologically sorted and grouped in increments of four 
weeks based on their publication date. The corpora were analysed by sequentially adding 
each date group to the corpus. At each increment, a comparison was made between the 
inferred diseases from the Severe and Non-severe Paediatric COVID-19 articles. 
 
To infer diseases, I cross-referenced data between the HPO and Orphanet Rare Diseases 
Databases to create a lookup table of 4248 unique diseases with HPO annotations ranked by 
the frequency of their disease association. The three ranks of association specified by the 
HPO are “Highly Frequent”: 80-99%, “Frequent”: 30-79% and “Occasional”: 1-19%. This 
approach uses the phenotype terms only and does not include disease names. The aggregated 
list of HPO terms for each date increment was used to score each disease in the lookup table.  
Odds ratios were calculated for each disease based on a contingency table of HPO “match” 
and “miss” count from the terms in each corpus. 
 
Kawasaki Disease Inference Over Time 
To test disease detection, I considered Kawasaki disease prevalence. Reading the literature as 
it emerged and talking to Paediatrician colleagues confirmed that this condition rose to 
prominence over the pandemic, only to be replaced by the pathological mimic but new 
clinical entity MIS-C. Figure 23 shows the trend of Kawasaki disease (KD) inferred from the 
HPO term comparison between Severe and Non-severe Paediatric COVID-19 articles. Only 
19 articles out of 2476 were detected explicitly mentioning KD (shown by red triangles at 
their appropriate date). The proportion of severe to non-severe articles was close to 50:50; 
thus, the increasing odds ratio is not the consequence of increasing numbers of non-KD 
articles in an increasing non-severe set. Another disease was chosen randomly from the 
dataset to compare with KD enrichment over time. 
“Cholesterol-ester transfer protein deficiency” begins the pandemic enriched in the severe 
set, with an odds ratio of over 1.5. Still, as more articles are added, the odds ratio falls below 
one (after increment six) and remains at this level for the remainder of the analysis. Explicit 
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mentions of Kawasaki disease (KD) decrease in frequency over the second half of this 
analysis, reflecting the new name of MIS-C. Despite this, there is an increasing odds ratio for 
inferred KD over the same period. Had analysis of the text been capable of detecting the 
phenotypic mimic “MIS-C”, this would be more prominent in recent papers but this newly 
defined condition has no record in the HPO and Orphanet datasets.  
 

 
Figure 23: Time series analysis of the inferred prevalence of Kawasaki Disease in Severe Paediatric COVID-19 
articles based on HPO terms present. Prevalence is compared to non-severe paediatric COVID-19 case reports 
and cohort studies. HPO: Human Phenotype ontology  KD: Kawasaki Disease. 

 
Predicting Kawasaki Disease Emergence.  
Figure 23 convincingly shows the enrichment of KD-associated HPO terms in the severe 
corpus during the pandemic. When applied retrospectively to a known phenomenon, this 
inferential model has only modest clinical relevance. However, suppose it was possible to 
detect the emergence of disease concepts before they are explicitly mentioned or apparent. In 
that case, the system could be used for clinical alerts in an active health crisis. To explore this 
idea further, I attempted to identify KD as an emerging disease entity before it had been 
explicitly mentioned in the paediatric COVID-19 corpus. Searching through the corpus, the 
first mention of “Kawasaki disease”, “PIMS-TS”, “MIS-C”, “systemic inflammatory 
syndrome”, or “mast cell activation syndrome” was on the 26th of June 2020. The first article 
in the corpus was published on the 22nd of March 2020, offering approximately three months’ 
worth of publications for analysis. During this time, thirty-six Paediatric COVID-19 patient-
based articles were published (classification determined that four were severe cases and 42 
were non-severe), yielding 162 and 754 HPO terms in the severe and non-severe corpora, 
respectively. 
 
The HPO terms were used to rank diseases based on documented associations. Ascertainment 
bias was an issue due to the variability of annotation breadth between diseases. Those 
diseases with detailed annotations naturally have a higher probability of matching HPO 
terms. This issue was mitigated by generating an HPO-disease “score” based on the number 
of matched unique HPO terms, multiplied by the proportion of all annotations the count 
represents for that disease, e.g. if a disease had 6 HPO terms matched out of 12 unique 
disease annotations for that disease, the HPO-disease score would be 6 x (6/12) = 3. Using 
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the HPO-disease frequency of association data, a weighted HPO score was also generated 
(Five points for “highly frequent”, three points for “frequent”, and one point for “occasional” 
associations). 
Each disease was tagged with an HPO-disease score, enrichment score (as measured by odds 
ratio) and p-value. Diseases were excluded if Fisher’s exact p-value was greater than 0.05 or 
the odds ratio was less than one. The diseases that met these criteria were then ordered by 
phenotypic completeness as measured by the HPO-disease score. Using this simple filtering 
and ranking, KD is the fourth best-represented disease out of the 4248 diseases considered. 
KD also has one of the plot's largest markers, reflecting its weighted HPO score.   
 

 
Figure 24: Inferred disease plot from articles published before the first mention of Kawasaki Disease. Disease 
HPO score is calculated by the proportion of HPO terms matched in severe corpus compared to the total number 
of annotations for that disease. The marker size varies depending on the weighted HPO score; scores are higher 
if HPO terms are highly frequently associated with a disease rather than occasionally associated.  
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The placement of the highest ranked diseases may appear surprising based on the titles but 
looking at the matched HPO terms helps understand their placement better: 
 

• Congenital Enterovirus Infection 
o Fever, Myocarditis, Pericardial effusion, Leukocytosis, 

Hypoalbuminemia, Skin rash, Anemia, Hypotension, 
Thrombocytopenia, Pleural effusion, Leukopenia 

• Snakebite Envenomation 
o Edema, Erythema, Thrombocytopenia, Vomiting, Abnormality of 

coagulation, Tachycardia 
• Necrotising Enterocolitis 

o Edema, Diarrhea, Leukocytosis, Hyponatremia, Hypotension, 
Thrombocytopenia, Vomiting 

• Kawasaki Disease 
o Fever, Myocarditis, Vasculitis, Edema, Diarrhea, Leukocytosis, Skin 

rash, Arrhythmia, Congestive heart failure 
 
Considering the aggregated HPO terms associated with each condition, a disease model for 
severe COVID-19/MIS-C is emerging within this 3-month epoch. 
 

• MIS-C (as per the guidance of the World Health Organisation 88,101) 
o Fever, rash, conjunctivitis, hypotension, cardiovascular collapse, 

myocardial dysfunction, pericarditis, valvulitis, vomiting, diarrhoea and 
abdominal pain, coagulopathy, and coronary artery aneurysm. 
 

Disease Modelling and hypothesis generation  
Using a Naïve Bayes document classifier as the only discriminator between the two corpora 
of severe from non-severe cases significantly influences the output of the analysis based on 
decisions made during the article screening process. To reduce this bias in the study, I used 
severe paediatric case reports and pre-COVID-19-paediatric ICU case reports as the substrate 
in another time series analysis. This analysis aimed to infer disease prevalence without a prior 
hypothesis or disease selection and explore the highest confidence conditions for shared 
phenotypes used to build a specific, severe paediatric COVID-19 clinical model. Each corpus 
was processed into 4-weekly time epochs, and the articles within each period were 
concatenated and reduced to a list of non-negated HPO terms. The same HPO scoring system 
was applied with an odds ratio; the p-value and corrected p-value was calculated.  
 
Exploring this data was challenging due to the number of filter permutations to apply to the 
disease list. To overcome decision paralysis, I determined several principles clinically 
desirable in an inferred disease list.  
 

1. The disease’s enrichment should achieve a small corrected p-value early in 
the analysis.  

2. The disease’s level of enrichment should be increased in the severe corpus  
3. The disease should be well described in the Orphanet and HPO databases 
4. The corpora-matched HPO terms should cover a large proportion of the 

available disease-HPO associations. 
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An aggressive filter was generated based on the principles above to limit the list of diseases 
considered in the time series analysis. At each time increment, diseases were filtered out if 
they did not meet the corrected significance threshold. Diseases were also filtered out if the 
odds ratio was less than one or the HPO-disease score was less than ten. The weighted HPO 
score was used to rank diseases that passed this filter, and ten highest scoring diseases were 
recorded in a “high-value” list for each epoch. The trends of the ten diseases most frequently 
in the high-value list are shown in Figure 25.   
 
 

 
Figure 25: Enrichment trends for ten "high value" inferred diseases over the duration of the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

It is striking to note the trend correlation in these diseases. This reflects shared HPO terms 
between the disease annotations, despite their distinct pathologies. At the final increment 
analysis, there are 108270 HPO terms cumulatively matched to these top ten conditions. This 
collection consists of 176 unique HPO terms, but 86.5% of all the matches are made with the 
20 most frequent terms. The 20 most common terms are shown in ranked order below, with 
notable similarities to the clinical markers of Severe COVID-19 set out by the WHO and 
CDC. 
 
‘Fever’: 35110, ‘Myocarditis’: 6540, ‘Abdominal pain’: 6240, ‘Diarrhea’: 5355, ‘Acute 
Kidney injury’: 5028, ‘Cough’: 3935, ‘Seizure’: 3918, ‘Headache’: 3450, ‘Respiratory 
distress’: 3066, ‘Vomiting’: 2724, ‘Myalgia’: 2565, ‘Skin rash’: 2380, ‘Thrombocytopenia’: 
2230, ‘Pneumonia’: 2060, ‘Fatigue’: 1960, ‘Hypotension’: 1825, ‘Dyspnea’: 1740, ‘Chest 
pain’: 1340, ‘Lymphopenia’: 1208, ‘Pericarditis’: 1016 
 
Yellow fever is the disease has the highest enrichment early in analysis and remains the 
highest ranked disease. In contrast to this observation, only five articles out of 1068 explicitly 
mentioned “Yellow Fever” in the severe corpus (shown as yellow triangles in Figure 25). All 
these mentions were related to yellow fever vaccination reaction as a cause of pericarditis and 
systemic inflammatory syndrome. Yellow fever infection can cause a raised white cell count, 
low platelet count, and raised transaminases. Infection with Yellow Fever elicits a robust 
inflammatory response with increased levels of CRP and IL-6.102,103 The master cytokine 
regulator TNF-alpha is activated in response to the virus and vaccination with inactivated 
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virus, significantly driving the inflammatory cascade. TNF-a is also the main driver of ferritin 
levels in the acute phase of infection, a hallmark of severe paediatric COVID-19. 
Interestingly, anti-TNF-alpha biologic therapy with Infliximab is now an established 
candidate drug treatment for severe COVID-19/MIS-C. Adults on this therapy had a lower 
chance of becoming severely unwell compared to other anti-inflammatory drugs in a 
population of rheumatology patients. Infliximab is also being tested in a phase-2 randomised 
control trial for adult severe COVID-19 patients (NCT04922827). Given the early 
identification of Yellow Fever and the biomarker similarities, it would be interesting to 
explore further whether this inferred disease approach could prioritise novel therapies for 
emerging disorders. 
 
Generalisability 
This analysis has focussed on the publications on paediatric COVID-19. Clinical questions in 
this field determined the output, but the underlying processes are entirely generalisable. 
Coming back to the area of clinical genetics, HPO term detection has apparent uses in 
automated generation of genetic disease models. This project has been run through the 
University of Edinburgh subscriptions to academic journals, but the same is possible for other 
institutions. For example, NHS Scotland has many subscriptions that could be leveraged to 
build a corpus of pre-processed texts for any speciality. Time series analysis can show 
emerging concepts as a dynamic process, run automatically rather than requiring repeated, 
systematic review. Altmetric analysis of the associated articles containing an emerging 
concept can prioritise highly cited publications for priority reading and distribution, reducing 
the time lag between academic insight and clinical adoption.  
 
Limitations 
There are several limitations to this time series analysis. Primary to that is the speed of 
academic publishing in a dynamic circumstance. Pre-print publications would help in this 
regard but raise issues with article retraction and duplication of cases. This analysis is based 
on the body of the text, which is narrative rather than naturally quantitative. Grade III 
(Evidence from non-representative surveys, case reports) and Grade IV (Evidence from 
expert committee reports or opinions and clinical experience of respected authorities) could 
be considered the standard of evidence derived from these analyses. I believe the evidence 
quality need only be good enough for the chosen applications. These exploratory analyses 
were designed to bolster domain expert interrogation of large datasets rather than make 
concrete recommendations. The use of table data would be of significant benefit to the 
strength of the evidence. 
The structured quantitative data within tables would facilitate more accurate measurement of 
detected concepts such as biomarkers in disease. Detection, interpretation and parsing of 
tables in the articles and supplemental files require careful, independent analysis. Correlation 
between the output of narrative text analysis and table analysis could sanction more robust 
recommendations derived from automated analysis. Disease and HPO detection in this 
system depends on curated knowledge from the Orphanet Rare Diseases database and Human 
Phenotype Ontology. Biases in domain engagement directly influence the detected terms and 
diseases. Promoting broader engagement from the clinical and scientific community to 
develop these knowledge structures would hugely benefit these types of analyses. 
The exploration of the output from this time series analysis was carried out in a Jupyter 
notebook. This requires knowledge of computer coding and the underlying structures of the 
data. It would be essential to transfer this exploration stage to a web-browser-based 
dashboard to foster more engagement in the field. Preprocessing corpora and altering the data 
structures for faster lookup and analysis on-the-fly would make a web browser interface 
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feasible. Communication with end users could define a set of graphs, metrics, widgets and 
interactive search or comparison fields that would open dataset exploration to those domain 
experts with no coding experience.  
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Conclusions and Future Direction 
Cadmus 
The primary project in this thesis was developing the program “Cadmus” for retrieval of full-
text academic publications. This was borne out of recognising that NLP and automated 
analysis can only be as good as the input data. This programme facilitates targeted corpus 
development with a high degree of accuracy and cleanliness of data. Automating this 
retrieval task encourages analysis at scale, and the open-source format grants fair access to 
researchers, even those with modest resources. Retrieval performance is consistently above 
80%, but improvements could push this higher. Specific items include bolstering web 
scraping approaches for document retrieval. One example is using institutional authentication 
through EZ-proxy or Shibboleth login before retrieval. This authentication would protect 
retrieval performance from changes in the IP address authentication step and obviate the need 
to run a retrieval from within an institution’s network.  
I would also like to implement a more sophisticated python web scraping library called 
Selenium which should be able to overcome the java-script blocks currently experienced 
when redirecting through some publisher servers. The search function could benefit from 
conversion scripts to query other commonly used databases such as Google scholar, Web of 
Science and Embase, after which, the retrieval process could continue as previously 
implemented. Broadening the database coverage would move this programme closer to roll-
out for use in full-scale systematic reviews. 
 
Document Classification and the value of Full-Text over Title and Abstract 
This thesis has focussed on analysing the body of the text to illustrate the utility of full text 
over abstract text. Chapter two showed that the total number of sci-spaCy entities was 
thirteen times higher in full-text analysis, and there were twice as many unique UMLS-
matched entities compared to the abstract text. This additional data will add power to full-text 
analysis and has the potential to bolster insight generation from a broader coverage of 
entities. For the classification task, the performance gains are marginal for full-text over 
abstract text when employing a naïve Bayes classifier. However, there are many possible 
approaches to document classification. Testing alternative classification models will offer 
insight into this task's utility of full-text over abstract analysis. Processing texts through the 
sci-spaCy pipeline efficiently produces the UMLS entities used for classification and the 
UMLS sentence vectors. Using sentence banks, it is possible to explore high-value entities to 
understand how they contribute to the model. This form of binary classification would align 
well with citizen science projects. By hosting document summaries in an interactive 
dashboard, individuals could contribute to a document classification task through random 
sampling. Consensus classification could then be applied to each document. With users able 
to drift in an out of contribution, continuous development of the model would mitigate 
against issues like concept drift over time.  
 
Utilising Each File Type 
Multiple formats are retrieved for each article in a corpus retrieved by Cadmus. My analysis 
in this thesis has been performed on the extracted text from the body of each article. 
However, I am interested in leveraging the tagged file formats for targeted NLP. From the 
many retrieval tasks undertaken during my studies, the tagged file retrieval rate is 
approximately 50%. This proportion increases with current publications and should improve 
if more HTML files can be retrieved with further development. Cleanly extracting the 
“methods” or “results” section from articles would hone analysis on novel data and limit 
noise generated by repetition of accepted knowledge in the introduction and discussion. 
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Identifying and extracting table data whilst maintaining its original format is an excellent 
opportunity for knowledge extraction. Tables are dense, curated data structures representing 
large quantities of human endeavour.  Focussing on clinical genetics, I have already 
developed a preliminary system for detecting and extracting phenotype tables from HTML, 
XML and Excel format files. Automated processing of these tables is challenging but 
possible. However, even just locating and presenting these tables to biocurators for genotype-
phenotype data collection tasks takes a significant burden of work from their shoulders. 
Detection of quantitative traits such as height, weight and head circumference would 
significantly benefit from table analysis. Extracting this data is possible with current NLP 
techniques. A combined approach of text and table analysis from gene-based literature 
searches should enable generating literature-derived growth models if provided with enough 
cases.  
 
Dashboards and Institutional Repositories 
Developing interactive, web-based dashboards would be a route to broader engagement from 
clinical collaborators and citizen scientists. Creating the front-facing aspect of these systems 
is difficult and time-consuming for non-experts. I would like to collaborate with web 
developers to build a prototype interactive dashboard for the exploration of an academic 
corpus. Distributing collections is not permitted under copyright laws but sharing derivatives 
that link to the original material is allowed. Using this programme, I want to build a large, 
pre-processed repository of genetics publications for exploration. Developing an interactive 
dashboard for genotype-phenotype exploration and novel hypothesis generation for poorly 
understood disorders.  
I am confident that, were the need to arise, a dynamic publication analysis system could be 
set up and deployed quickly. More sophisticated trio-analysis could semantically link entities 
to suggest pathophysiological mechanisms linking disorders, guiding clinical investigations 
and treatment considerations. The clinical and scientific end-user engagement would be 
critical to the success of such a venture. Thus, pilot systems in other specialities would help 
understand how non-programmer users interact with these systems and how best to develop 
features. 
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